Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 7678)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 3/2/2017

Summary Title:

3223-3251 Hanover Street: 2nd Formal Hearing

Title:

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3223 Hanover Street
[16PLN-00190]: Recommendation on Applicant's Request for
Approval of a Major Architectural Review to Allow the
Demolition of two Existing Office / R&D Buildings and the
Construction of a new two-story 110,000 Square Foot Office /
R&D Building. Environmental Assessment: A Mitigated
Negative Declaration was Circulated for Public Comment From
February, 22, 2017 to March 13, 2017. Zoning District: RP;
RP(L). For More Information, Please Contact Graham Owen at
graham.owen@cityofpaloalto.org.

From:

Hillary Gitelman

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Recommend approval of the proposed project to the Director of Planning and
Community Environment based on findings and subject to conditions of approval.

Report Summary
The subject project was previously reviewed by the ARB. An earlier staff report includes
extensive background information, project analysis and evaluation of applicable city codes and
policies. That report is available online:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/55511.
A copy of the report without prior attachments is available in Attachment G.
The purpose of this report is to restate the comments made by the Board and detail the
applicant’s response to those comments. The analysis section below builds upon the
information contained in the earlier report and modified to reflect recent project changes.

Background
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Community Environment
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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On January 19, 2017 the ARB reviewed the project. A video recording of the Board’s meeting is
available online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q66pWDs8rz8. The Board’s comments
and the applicant’s response are summarized in the following table:
ARB Comments/Direction
The requested Design Enhancement Exception
to allow elevator and stair enclosures to
exceed the height limit is not consistent with
the applicable findings
Consider ways to enhance the vehicular
circulation and approach to the building and
present a more identifiable and functional
public entrance

Re-route the Bol Park bicycle path connection
to provide direct access to the building
frontage
Enhance the landscaping in the meadow in
order to provide suitable habitat

Provide additional details on the shading
profile and better explain the building’s
sustainable design features

Applicant Response
The Design Enhancement Exception request
and associated proposed structures have
been removed from the application.
The entrance to the lower level parking lot
has been shifted sixty feet to the rear and
uses wayfinding signage, landscaping, and
alternative paving to signal that the lower
level is the main entrance to the site. The
lower level garage layout has been
reconfigured to provide a direct vehicle and
bike/pedestrian path of travel to a new
drop-off area, which would be daylighted
with a new lightwell.
The bicycle path connection has been
shifted to provide a continuous path of
travel to the courtyard area along the left
of the drive aisle.
The landscape plan now includes additional
shrubs and groundcovers in the meadow,
including manzanita, coffeeberry, and
Evergreen Mountain Lilac. Six new 24” box
trees (3 California Black Oak and 3 Arbutus)
are also proposed to be planted in this area.
The applicant’s response to the ARB’s
comments includes a preliminary analysis
of the project’s Time Dependent Valuation
(TDV) building energy performance. Formal
Title 24 sheets for the project would be
supplied at the building permit phase of the
project.

Analysis1
Changes since January 19, 2017 Formal Hearing
1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to take an alternative action
from the recommendation in this report.
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In addition to the ARB direction on the project, staff had requested site design changes to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian access from the courtyard area to the Hanover Street sidewalk.
The revised plans now show a new sidewalk leading to the lower level parking garage entrance,
as well as cross walks within the parking garage, which provide a direct path of travel for
cyclists and pedestrians. These improvements, along with the reconfigured connection to the
Bol Park bicycle path, enhance the multimodal circulation on the site.
Zoning Compliance
A detailed review of the proposed project’s consistency with applicable zoning standards has
been performed. A summary table is provided in Attachment B. The proposed project complies
with all applicable codes, or is seeking through the requested permits permission to deviate
from certain code standards, in a manner that is consistent with the Zoning Ordinance.
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines2
The Comprehensive Plan contains policies, goals, and programs that applicable for office / R&D
development in the Research Park. In particular, the following policies are applicable to the
project:


Policy L-44: Develop the Stanford Research Park as a compact employment center served
by a variety of transportation modes.
As mentioned in the prior staff report, the site is well served by public bus transportation on
Hanover Street. The two nearest bus stops in the project vicinity would be relocated with this
project to provide better transit access. Bicyclists and pedestrians would be able to access the
site via a connection to the Bol Park bicycle path, as well as walkways connecting the site to the
Hanover Street sidewalk. Refinements to the site plan since the January 19, 2017 hearing
include a reconfigured bicycle path, which now connects directly to the building entrance, and a
new sidewalk along the front driveway, which provide bicycle/pedestrian access to the lower
level parking garage from Hanover Street. Within the parking garage, this bicycle/pedestrian
connection continues as a series of crosswalks, which link directly to the stair/elevator pavilion.


Policy L-48: Promote high quality, creative design and site planning that is compatible with
surrounding development and public spaces.
As stated in the prior report, the building’s architectural design is well composed and creative,
and the site planning limits the scale of the building by proposing a perpendicular orientation to
the street. The site planning also provides connection to the Bol Park bicycle path, and would
be compatible with surrounding development in the Research Park. An earthen berm is
proposed along portions of the southeast boundary of the site, which abuts several residences.
This berm, in addition to hedges of English Laurels, would screen the site from many of the
residences. Provided these design mitigations, staff believes that the site is appropriately
screened from the abutting residences, and will be a compatible with the adjacent residential
neighborhood.
2

The
Palo
Alto
Comprehensive
Plan
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp

is

available

online:
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Policy L-48: Make land use decisions that encourage walking, bicycling, and public transit
use.
The project has been designed to provide direct access to the adjacent Bol Park bicycle path, as
well as multiple bicycle/pedestrian connections to the Hanover Street sidewalk. The two
nearest bus stops in the vicinity would be relocated along the site frontage with this application
to further promote transit access.


Goal B-1: A thriving business environment that is compatible with Palo Alto’s residential
character and natural environment.
As stated in the prior report, the project proposes to redevelop an existing office / R&D site
with a new building, and would be compatible with Palo Alto’s residential character and natural
environment. Proper mitigations have been included with the project to ensure that the use is
screened from the adjacent residences, which are situated on large lots and contain dense
existing landscaping and forest cover. The project has been designed to provide a large open
meadow, which would contain groundcovers and trees and would enhance the appearance of
the lower terrace portion of the site.
Staff finds that the proposed project has adequately responded to the ARB and staff comments
provided at the January 19, 2017 hearing, and believes that the findings for approval can be
made. A staff analysis of the project in the context of the findings for approval is included in
Attachment C.

Environmental Review
The subject project has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained
in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and the
environmental regulations of the City. A Draft Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration
(Attachment H) have been prepared pursuant to CEQA and is being circulated for comments
from February 22, 2017 to March 13, 2017. Mitigation measures have been included in the
Draft Conditions of Approval for the Project.

Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Palo Alto
Weekly on February 17, 2017 which is 12 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing
occurred on February 17, 2017 which is 12 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
Prior to the previous hearing, staff received an email from a neighbor who lives on Matadero
Drive, which is to the rear of the subject site. As the building contains glass curtain walls on all
elevations, the email expressed concerns regarding the potential for light from the interior of
the building to produce nuisances for the homes adjacent to the site.
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Alternative Actions
In addition to the recommended action, the Architectural Review Board may:
1. Approve the project with modified findings or conditions;
2. Continue the project to a date (un)certain; or
3. Recommend project denial based on revised findings.

Report Author & Contact Information
Graham Owen, Associate Planner
(650) 329-2552
graham.owen@cityofpaloalto.org

ARB3 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
 Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
 Attachment B: Zoning Comparison Table (DOCX)
 Attachment C: Draft ARB Findings (DOCX)
 Attachment D: Draft Conditions of Approval
(DOCX)
 Attachment E: Public Correspondence
(PDF)
 Attachment F: Applicant Response (PDF)
 Attachment G: January 19, 2017 ARB Staff Report (PDF)
 Attachment H: Project Plans and Initial Study
(DOCX)
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Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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______________________________________________________________________________
ATTACHMENT B
ZONING COMPARISON TABLES
3223 Hanover Street
16PLN-00190
Table 1: COMPARISON WITH CHAPTER 18.20 Research Park (RP) District
Regulation

Required

Existing

Proposed

Minimum Site Area,
width and depth

1 acre

10.17 acres

Min. Front Setback

50 feet special setback
along Hanover Street

10.17 acres
(previously 25.938
acres)
86 feet to Buildings
204 and 205

Rear Yard Setback

20 feet (50 foot
Landscape Combining
District along the rear
establishes de-facto
setback on the site)
20 feet

139 feet to Building
205; 144 feet to
Building 204;
98 feet to rear
building

90 feet

Min. Side Setback

Min. yard for site lines 20 feet
abutting or opposite
residential districts

Max. Site Coverage

30% (132,901 sf)

Max. Total Floor Area
Ratio

0.4:1 (177,202 sf)

Max. Building Height

35 feet
(with additional 15 feet
for mechanical and
screen)
N/A

Daylight Plane

50 feet

308 feet to northeast; 447 feet to
64 feet to southwest northeast; 73 feet
to southwest
139 feet to Building 90 feet
205; 144 feet to
Building 204;
98 feet to rear
building
25% (111,384 sf)
12%
(55,000 sf)
0.25:1 (111,384 sf)
0.25:1
(109,696 sf +
5,500 sf amenity
space)
33 feet
35 feet

N/A

N/A

(4) See subsection 18.20.040(e) below for exceptions to height and floor area limitations in the ROLM and RP zoning districts.
(5) Residential zones include R-1, R-2, RE, RMD, RM-15, RM-30, RM-40 and residential Planned Community (PC) zones.

Table 2: CONFORMANCE WITH CHAPTER 18.52 (Off-Street Parking and Loading)
for Administrative Office and Research & Development uses*
Type
Vehicle Parking

Bicycle Parking

Loading Space

Required
1/300 sf of gross floor
area for a total of 367
parking spaces
1/3,000 sf (80% long
term and 20% short
term) equals 37 spaces
2 loading spaces for
100,000-199,000 sf or
greater

Existing
N/A

Proposed
386 spaces

N/A

37 bike spaces (30 long
term and 7 short term)

N/A

2 spaces

* On-site employee amenity space is exempted from the parking requirements

ATTACHMENT C
ARB FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
3223 Porter Drive
16PLN-00190
The design and architecture of the proposed improvements, as conditioned, complies with the Findings
for Architectural Review as required in Chapter 18.76 of the PAMC.
Finding #1: The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan,
Zoning Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility requirements), and any relevant design
guides.
The project is consistent with Finding #1 because:
The project is in conformance with the following Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies:
 Policy L-44: Develop the Stanford Research Park as a compact employment center served by
a variety of transportation modes.
 Policy L-48: Promote high quality, creative design and site planning that is compatible with
surrounding development and public spaces.
 Policy T-1: Make land use decisions that encourage walking, bicycling, and public transit
use.
 Goal B-1: A thriving business environment that is compatible with Palo Alto’s residential
character and natural environment.
The project has been evaluated for consistency with the Zoning Code, and the project meets all
applicable development standards. The Stanford Research Park does not have a coordinated area plan
or specific design guidelines.
Finding #2: The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
a. creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors, and the
general community,
b. preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively to the
site and the historic character including historic resources of the area when relevant,
c. is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district,
d. provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses and land
use designations,
e. enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas.
The project is consistent with Finding #2 because:

The project takes advantage of the existing terraced topography of the site to provide a distinctly
active upper level and passive lower level to the site. Activity would be centered on the upper terrace,
which contains the building, garage, and courtyard, with access to the activity areas from the lower
level drive aisle and bicycle path connection. The lower level terrace would consist of a wildflower
meadow, along with preserved sycamores and newly planted black oaks. The drive aisle entrance
would be defined by paired rows of Hungarian Oaks, which further provide an internal sense of order.
The site planning provides for a large street setback along the Hanover Street frontage, which provides
a prominent landscaping buffer between the activity areas of the building and courtyard. This
landscaped setback also physically orders and visually defines the site, including the significant
courtyard open areas, from the public realm along Hanover Street. A large mature oak near Hanover
Street is appropriately preserved and integrated with the project, and serves as a prominent site
feature. The scale, mass and character of the building is appropriate for the Research Park context,
which is surrounded by other two-story office / R&D buildings and associated site improvements. The
building is appropriately set back from the rear lease line in order to provide a harmonious transition
between the office/R&D use and the adjacent single family residences. Along this site rear, earthen
berms and laurel hedges are proposed to supplement the existing vegetation and provide screening for
the adjacent residences. Finding #2.c. is not applicable to the site, as the Municipal Code does not
provide context-based design criteria for the Research Park (RP) zoning district.

Finding #3: The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and
appropriate construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details that are
compatible with and enhance the surrounding area.
The project is consistent with Finding #3 because:
The roofline of the building utilizes a series of inverted gables, which provide a contemporary and
visually striking appearance of high aesthetic quality. These inverted “butterfly” gables are further
utilized at the garage entrances. The building materials, which consist primarily of a glass curtain wall,
as well as wood soffits, concrete, and blue-painted metal, are thoughtfully placed and well integrated
to present a unifying architectural theme. The curtain wall is broken up by horizontal mullion pattern,
as well as two separate systems of fritted glass at bottom of the second floor. The project would take
advantage of the existing terraced slope by providing a two-story parking structure roofed with an
open courtyard on the upper terrace, with a small amount of parking relegated to the rear of the site.
Given these design elements, the project is compatible with the surrounding Research Park context,
and would enhance the surrounding area by providing unique architecture with high quality materials.

Finding #4: The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle traffic and
providing for elements that support the building’s necessary operations (e.g. convenient vehicle
access to property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of open space and integrated
signage, if applicable, etc.).
The project is consistent with Finding #4 because:

The design is appropriate to the function of the project in that the placement of the two-story building
emphasizes existing open space along the Porter Drive frontage while relegating parking improvements
to the rear of the site. The project presents a functional and accessible design for multiple modes of
travel. Vehicular access to the site would be from the existing drive aisle entrance, with a separate
entrance to each level of the parking garage. Additional surface parking is relegated to the rear of the
site, along with the required loading spaces. The lower level garage deck provides a drop off area and
the main entrance to the site for people arriving by vehicle. Pedestrians and cyclists would access the
building via the Bol Park bicycle connection, as well as several sidewalks connecting portions of the site
to the Hanover Street sidewalk. Pedestrian seating is proposed in the form of benches and tables in the
courtyard, as well as seat walls and tables in landscaped areas at the rear of the building. Bicycle
parking is convenient and located near building entrances and within the subterranean parking garage.
Adequate vehicle and accessible parking is located conveniently in the surface lot and in the
subterranean parking garage. The amount and arrangement of open space is appropriate to the design
and the function of the site, with the lower terrace’s wildflower meadow serving as an attractive
amenity. Wayfinding signage has been presented in a preliminary phase with the application, and
would be evaluated with a formal sign application at a later date.
Finding #5: The landscape design complements and enhances the building design and its
surroundings, is appropriate to the site’s functions, and utilizes to the extent practical, regional
indigenous drought resistant plant material capable of providing desirable habitat that can be
appropriately maintained.
The project is consistent with Finding #5 because:
Plant material is suitable and adaptable to the site, capable of being properly maintained, and is of a
variety that would tend to be drought-resistant and to reduce consumption of water in its installation
and maintenance. The landscape plan highlights the existing mature live oak along the Hanover Street
frontage, and preserves a grove of live oaks in the rear of the site which buffer the building from the
adjacent residences. Grasses on the site would be of several low water use, “no mow” varieties,
including fescue, veldt, and autumn moor. The meadow would consist of a California native wildflower
mix, which would not require regular irrigation. As the site is located in a developed portion of the
Stanford Research Park, it is not considered prime habitat. However, the project would preserve
several sycamore trees in the meadow area, and propose six new trees as well as native shrubs to
support desirable habitat.
Finding #6: The project incorporates design principles that achieve sustainability in areas related to
energy efficiency, water conservation, building materials, landscaping, and site planning.
The project is consistent with Finding #6 because:
The project’s design includes the prominent use of inverted gable canopies, which would provide
significant shading for the building facades. The applicant has supplied a preliminary CalGreen Checklist

to ensure conformance with applicable requirements regarding green building techniques, and they
have indicated that all mandatory requirements would be adhered to with this project, including
standards for water conservation, energy efficiency, and indoor environmental quality. The applicant
has also provided preliminary modeling indicating that the project would exceed the local reach code
performance requirement of a 10% reduction over the TDV energy of the Standard Design. The site
planning removes a large surface parking lot on the lower terrace and relegates the majority of the site
parking to a subterranean garage, which in addition to shade trees will reduce the site’s contribution to
the “heat island effect”. Exterior lighting is limited to the drive aisle, surface parking, and courtyard,
and the photometric plan submitted with the application indicates that artificial site lighting would not
spill over onto the adjacent properties.

ATTACHMENT D
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
3223 Hanover Street
16PLN-00190
________________________________________________________________________

PLANNING DIVISION
1. CONFORMANCE WITH PLANS. The plans submitted for Building Permit shall be in substantial
conformance with plans received January 31, 2017 except as modified to incorporate these
conditions of approval.
2. BUILDING PERMIT. Apply for a building permit and meet any and all conditions of the Planning,
Fire, Public Works, and Building Departments. The ARB approval letter including all Department
conditions of approval for the project shall be printed on the plans submitted for building
permit. The plans submitted for building permit shall incorporate the following changes:
a. Add a note to the site plan indicating all barbed wire located on the site shall be
removed with this development
3. TRAFFIC MITIGATING AMENITY SPACE. The plans submitted for tenant improvement building
permit shall include a floor plan describing the use of the 5,500 square feet of traffic mitigating
amenity space. The space may include, but is not limited to, recreational facilities, credit
unions, cafeterias, day care centers, automated teller machines, convenience stores, and onsite laundry facilities, subject to review and approval by the Director of Planning and
Community Environment.
4. NOISE. A report shall be prepared by a qualified acoustical engineer verifying that the project
design includes windows capable of reducing interior noise levels to 50 dBA or less. This report
shall be prepared prior to issuance of building permits and to the satisfaction of the Building
Official. Mechanical equipment shall be designed to reduce impacts on surrounding uses to
meet the City’s Ordinance requirements. An acceptable acoustical consultant shall be retained
to review mechanical noise as these systems are developed to determine specific noise
reduction measures necessary to reduce noise to meet the City Noise Ordinance.
5. BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES. The project will be required to implement these Best
Management Practices (BMPs), as follows:





All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and unpaved
access roads) shall be watered two times per day, if feasible, and if water is available due to
drought and water shortage conditions.
All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material off-site shall be covered.
All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using wet










power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping is
prohibited.
All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 miles per hour (mph).
All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as possible.
Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders
are used.
Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off when not in use or
reducing the maximum idling time to five minutes (as required by the California airborne
toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Clear
signage shall be provided for construction workers at all access points.
All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly turned in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified mechanic and
determined to be running in proper condition prior to operation.
Post a publicly viable sign with the telephone number and person to contact at the Lead
Agency regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective action
within 48 hours. The BAAQMD’s phone number shall also be visible to ensure compliance
with applicable regulations.

6. ASBESTOS. In conformance with local, state, and federal laws, an asbestos building survey and a
lead-based paint survey shall be completed by a qualified professional to determine the
presence of ACMs and/or lead-based paint on the structures proposed for demolition. The
surveys shall be completed prior to demolition work beginning on these structures. A registered
asbestos abatement contractor shall be retained to remove and dispose of all potentially friable
asbestos-containing materials, in accordance with the National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants guidelines, prior to building demolition that may disturb the materials.
All construction activities shall be undertaken in accordance with California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA) standards, contained in Title 8 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR), Section 1529, to protect workers from exposure to asbestos.
Materials containing more than one percent asbestos are also subject to Bay Area Air Quality
Management District (BAAQMD) regulations.
7. LEAD-BASED PAINT. During demolition activities, all building materials containing lead-based
paint shall be removed in accordance with Cal/OSHA Lead in Construction Standard, Title 8, CCR
1532.1, including employee training, employee air monitoring and dust control. Any debris or
soil containing lead-based paint or coatings shall be disposed of at landfills that meet
acceptance criteria for the waste being disposed.
8. DOCUMENTATION. The buildings on the project site shall be documented prior to demolition,
including archival photography, written narrative description and history, and funding provided
for the acquisition, preservation and archiving of other historical information, images, and oral
histories via a local repository such as the Palo Alto Historical Association or other archive. This

documentation shall be submitted to and approved by the City of Palo Alto Department of
Community and the Environment prior to building demolition.
9. MITIGATION MEASURE BIO 1.1. NESTING BIRDS. To avoid or minimize impacts to nesting birds
within the project footprint, all construction related activities should be scheduled to take place
outside of the breeding season (generally February 1 to August 15). However, if constructionrelated activities are unavoidable during the breeding season, it is recommended that a
qualified biologist conduct a survey for potentially nesting raptors and other tree and groundnesting birds within five days prior to the proposed start of construction related activities. If
active nests are not present, construction can take place as scheduled. If an active nest is
observed, an appropriate exclusion buffer will be established around the nest in coordination
with the CDFW and/or USFWS.
10. MITIGIATION MEASURE BIO 2.1. TREE PROTECTION MEASURES. The City’s tree protection
guidelines, as described in the City’s Tree Technical Manual (Standards & Specifications, Palo
Alto Municipal Code, Chapter 8.10.030), Section 8.04 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code, and the
Standard Tree Protection Instructions within the Tree Disclosure Statement (TDS), describe
methods to reduce this potential damage. New trees and landscaping shall be installed in
compliance with the requirements of the City of Palo Alto’s Tree Preservation Ordinance and
Zoning Ordinance.


An Updated Tree Preservation Report (TPR) shall be prepared for trees to be preserved and
protected, consistent with Policy N-7 of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan. An updated tree
survey and tree preservation report (TPR) prepared by a certified arborist shall be
submitted for review and acceptance by the City Urban Forester. The TPR shall incorporate
the following measures, safeguards and information:
 The TPR shall be based on latest plans and amended as needed to address activity or
improvements within the a Tree Protection Zone (ministerial dripline area). TPR shall
stipulate areas designated for ‘no-cut’ design over root of each tree number; and
including but not limited to any work (utilities trenching (not incidental), street work,
lighting, irrigation, patio material, leveling, staging, travel, etc.) that may affect the
health of the trees. The project shall be modified to address TPR concerns and
recommendations identified to minimize below ground or above ground impacts.
 The TPR shall be consistent with the criteria set forth in the tree preservation ordinance,
PAMC 8.10.030 and the City’s Tree Technical Manual, Section 3.00, 4.00 and 6.30
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/environment/urban_canopy.asp.
 To avoid improvements that may be detrimental to the health of the trees the TPR shall
review the applicant's landscape plan to ensure that patio flat work, irrigation, planting
or potted plants is consistent with the Tree Technical Manual. The approved TPR shall

be implemented in full, including mandatory inspections and monthly reporting to City
Urban Forester.
The TPR shall include a Tree Appraisal Section. Existing trees to be retained in place,
including those in the right-of-way and any relocated tree (transplanted) shall be
assessed. For the purposes of a security deposit agreement, the monetary market or
replacement value shall be determined using the most recent version of the “Guide for
Plan Appraisal”, in conjunction with the Species and Classification Guide for Northern
California.
 Provide a Tree Relocation and Maintenance Plan (TRMP) for all trees to be transplanted
on the site. The TRMP shall outline all steps using the ISA BMP’s for the successful
relocation of any tree to be transplanted on the site, including biological treatments,
details to provide regular automatic irrigation system for many years. Annual reporting
to the City shall document tree conditions and soil moisture at all critical elevations with
data and photos.
 Prior to building (grading phasing or any other jump-start) permit issuance, provide a
Tree Preservation Bond/Security Guarantee. The natural tree resources on the site
include significant protected trees and neighborhood screening, including trees
proposed for relocation. Prior to building permit submittal, the Tree Security Deposit for
the total value of replaced or relocated regulated trees, as referenced in the Tree
Technical Manual, Section 3.26, Security Deposits, shall be posted to the City Revenue
Collections in a form acceptable by the City Attorney. As a security measure, the project
shall be subject to a Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Palo Alto and
the Applicant describing a tree retention amount, list of trees, criteria and timeline for
return of security, and conditions as cited in the Conditions of Approval for the project.
The applicant and project arborist shall coordinate with the City Urban Forester to
determine the amount of bonding required to guarantee the protection and/or
replacement of the regulated trees on the site during construction and within five years
after occupancy. The applicant shall bond for 150% of the value for the relocated
and 50% of the appraised value of the remaining regulated trees to be protected during
construction (as identified in the revised and final approved Tree Protection Report).
The applicant shall provide the proposed level of bonding as listed in the Tree Value
Table, with the description of each tree by number, value, and total combined value of
all the trees to be retained. A return of the guarantee shall be subject to an annual
followed by a final tree assessment report on all the relocated and retained trees from
the project arborist as approved by the City Urban Forester, five years following final
inspection for occupancy, to the satisfaction of the director. A copy of the MoU draft is
available from the Urban Forestry section.

11. MITIGIATION MEASURE BIO BIO 2.2. PUBLIC STREET TREES. Provide optimum public tree
replacement for loss of public street trees. Provide no-net loss of canopy mitigation in the
event of a public tree removal. The new frontage should be provided maximum streetscape
design and materials to include the following elements:
 Consistency with the City of Palo Alto Urban Forest Master Plan. Provide adequate
room for tree canopy growth and root growing volume resources.
 Create conflict-free planting sites by locating tree sites and underground utility services
at least 10-feet apart (electric, gas, sewer, water, fiber optic, telecom, etc.).
 Utilize city-approved best management practices for sustainability products, such as
permeable ADA sidewalk, Silva Cell planters, engineered soil mix base, and generous
planter soil volume (800 to 1,200 cubic feet) to sustain a medium to large tree.
 The project will implement tree protection measures as described in the tree inventory
and report in Appendix B of this Initial Study to protect the trees to be retained on the
project site. All measures would be required to be printed on project plans, in
accordance with City standards.
12. MITIGATION MEASURE CR1.1. CULTURAL MATERIALS. In the event any significant cultural
materials are encountered during construction grading or excavation, all construction within a
radius of 50 feet of the find would be halted, the Director of Planning and Community
Environment shall be notified, and the archaeologist shall examine the find and make
appropriate recommendations regarding the significance of the find and the appropriate
mitigation. Recommendations could include collection, recordation and analysis of any
significant cultural materials. A report of findings documenting any data recovered during
monitoring shall be submitted to the Director of Planning and Community Environment.
13. MITIGATION MEASURE CR1.2 SKELETAL REMAINS. In the event that human skeletal remains are
encountered, the applicant is required by County Ordinance No. B6-18 to immediately notify
the County Coroner. Upon determination by the County Coroner that the remains are Native
American, the coroner shall contact the California Native American Heritage Commission,
pursuant to subdivision (c) of section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code and the County
Coordinator of Indian Affairs. No further disturbance of the site may be made except as
authorized by the County Coordinator of Indian Affairs in accordance with the provisions of
state law and the Health and Safety Code. The Director of Planning and Community
Environment shall also be notified immediately if human skeletal remains are found on the site
during development.
14. MITIGATION MEASURE CR1.3. DISCOVERY OF PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES. In the event

that a fossil is discovered during construction of the project, all work on the site will stop
immediately until a qualified professional paleontologist can assess the nature and importance
of the find and recommend appropriate treatment. The City shall be notified if any fossils are
discovered. Treatment may include preparation and recovery of fossil material so that they can
be housed in an appropriate museum or university collection and may also include preparation
of a report for publication describing the finds. The project proponent shall be responsible for
implementing the recommendations of the paleontologist.
15. MITIGATION MEASURE HAZ 1.1. POST DEMOLITION SOIL SURVEYS: A post-demolition soil survey
shall be required following site clearing. The survey shall include a closely gridded shallow hand
auger and photoionization detector (PID) screening under the demolished building footprint. The
screening results shall be provided to the SCCDEH. Soil in any area of elevated soil contamination
exceeding the RWQCB’s environmental screening level (ESL) for groundwater protection shall be
removed and disposed of at an appropriate waste facility. Documentation of completion of soil
surveys and any required remediation shall be provided to the City of Palo Alto and the SCCDEH
prior to issuance of building permits.
16. MITIGATION MEASURE HAZ 1.2. DISCOVERY OF CONTAMINATED SOILS: If contaminated soils are
discovered, the applicant will ensure the contractor employs engineering controls and Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to minimize human exposure to potential contaminants.
Engineering controls and construction BMPs will include, but not be limited to, the following: (a)
contractor employees working on-site will be certified in OSHA’s 40-hour Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) training; (b) contractor will stockpile soil
during redevelopment activities to allow for proper characterization and evaluation of disposal
options; (c) contractor will monitor area around construction site for fugitive vapor emissions
with appropriate field screening instrumentation; (d) contractor will water/mist soil as it is being
excavated and loaded onto transportation trucks; (e) contractor will place any stockpiled soil in
areas shielded from prevailing winds; and (f) contractor will cover the bottom of excavated areas
with sheeting when work is not being performed.
17. MITIGATION MEASURE HAZ 1.3. SOIL AND GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN: Prior to
building permit submittal, a Soil and Groundwater Management Plan (SMP) will be completed to
establish management practices for handling contaminated soil, soil vapor, ground water or other
materials. The SMP will also contain contingency plans to be implemented during excavation
activities if unanticipated hazardous materials or unknown structures/contaminants are
encountered. The SMP will also specify basic health and safety concerns to be addressed by the
contractor or subcontractor responsible for worker health and safety and documented in a
detailed Health and Safety Plan prepared for the contractor. SMP measures will be required to
be incorporated into the project design documents. SMP shall be reviewed and approved by the
Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB), or other appropriate agency addressing oversight to establish
management practices for handling contaminated soil or other materials (including groundwater)
if encountered during demolition, earth-moving activities (such as grading) and construction
activities. Proof of approval or actions for site work required by the oversight agency must be

provided to the Palo Alto Building Department prior to the issuance of any demolition or building
permits.
18. MITIGATION MEASURE 1.4. MHEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN: A Health and Safety Plan (HSP) will also
be prepared to provide the protocols for site-specific training, personal protective equipment,
monitoring, decontamination measures, etc. The general contractor will be required to
incorporate the provisions of the HSP into their site health and safety program. The HSP will
outline proper soil handling procedures and health and safety requirements to minimize worker
and public exposure to hazardous materials during construction. Each contractor working at the
site shall prepare a health and safety plan that addresses the safety and health hazards of each
phase of site operations that includes the requirements and procedures for employee protection.
Employees conducting earthwork activities at the site must complete a 40-hour training course,
including respirator and personal protective equipment training. Upon construction completion,
an environmental regulatory closure report should be prepared demonstrating that the soil and
groundwater were handled according to requirements of the SMP.
19. PROJECT MODIFICATIONS. All modifications to the approved project shall be submitted for
review and approval prior to construction. If during the Building Permit review and construction
phase, the project is modified by the applicant, it is the responsibility of the applicant to contact
the Planning Division/project planner directly to obtain approval of the project modification. It
is the applicant’s responsibility to highlight any proposed changes to the project and to bring it
to the project planner’s attention.
20. INDEMNITY: To the extent permitted by law, the Applicant shall indemnify and hold harmless
the City, its City Council, its officers, employees and agents (the “indemnified parties”) from and
against any claim, action, or proceeding brought by a third party against the indemnified parties
and the applicant to attack, set aside or void, any permit or approval authorized hereby for the
Project, including (without limitation) reimbursing the City for its actual attorneys’ fees and
costs incurred in defense of the litigation. The City may, in its sole discretion, elect to defend
any such action with attorneys of its own choice.
21. FINAL INSPECTION. A Planning Division Final inspection will be required to determine
substantial compliance with the approved plans prior to the scheduling of a Building Division
final. Any revisions during the building process must be approved by Planning, including but not
limited to; materials, landscaping and hard surface locations. Contact your Project Planner,
Graham Owen, at Graham.Owen@cityofpaloalto.org to schedule this inspection.
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING DIVISION
22. OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS: At minimum, the following off-site improvements are required as
part of this project.
a. The project shall relocate the nearest bus stops to provide an accessible path of travel
from nearest transit stops to the project site. The bus stops shall be located by the

b.

c.

d.

e.

existing driveway to the project site, with both stops on the far sides of the new
crosswalk (see comment below).Relocated bus boarding areas shall be a minimum of
50-feet long and 8-feet wide. The boarding areas shall also have clear areas for boarding
and alighting buses per VTA standards. VTA has been notified of this proposed change
and provides support for the increased access for passengers. Please contact
transportation staff to discuss additional design criteria.
A high visibility, ladder style crosswalk with curb ramps shall be added across Hanover,
just south of the existing driveway, to provide pedestrian access between the relocated
bus stops and the project site. The design of the crosswalk shall include a median refuge
island and rectangular rapid flashing beacons with signage. Striping shall be two 12-inch
wide transverse lines with 24-inch wide longitudinal stripes 48-inches on center.
Install pedestrian warning signage in advance of the crosswalk (W11-2, W16-9P) and at
the cross walk (W11-2, W16-7P placed back-to-back). Include an updated signage plan
showing existing and proposed striping along project frontage.
Install wayfinding signage along the project drive aisle and at the entrances to the
parking structure to provide clear wayfinding for vehicles entering and exiting the
structure.
To encourage bicycle access around and to the project site, the access point from
Hanover Street to Bol Park Bike Path should provide a safe connection for bicyclists.
Make roadway design and striping changes to provide westbound bicyclists on Hanover
Street with a protected area to cross from the bike lane to Bol Park Bike Path. Design
shall be coordinated with Transportation staff and subject to Transportation staff
review.

PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
23. Based on the City information the site dimensions are 570-ft by 1,805-ft, however the ALTA
provided shows that site may have been subdivided into leased parcels. Provide a copy of the
recorded map that created the lease lines.
24. STORM WATER HYDRAULICS AND HYDROLOGY: Provide an analysis that compared the existing
and proposed site runoff from the project site. Runoff shall be based on City of Palo Alto
Drainage Design Standards for 10 year storm event with HGL’s 0.5 foot below inlet grates
elevations and 100-year storm with HGL not exceeding the street right-of-way. Please provide
the tabulated calculations directly on the conceptual grading and drainage plan. This project
may be required to replace and upsize the existing storm drain system to handle the added
flows and/or depending on the current pipe condition. The IDF tables and Precipitation Map for
Palo Alto is available County of Santa Clara County Drainage Manual dated October 2007. The
proposed project shall not increase runoff to the public storm drain system.

25. STORM WATER TREATMENT: This project shall comply with the storm water regulations
contained in provision C.3 of the NPDES municipal storm water discharge permit issued by the
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (and incorporated into Palo Alto
Municipal Code Chapter 16.11). These regulations apply to land development projects that
create or replace 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface. In order to address the
potential permanent impacts of the project on storm water quality, the applicant shall
incorporate into the project a set of permanent site design measures, source controls, and
treatment controls that serve to protect storm water quality, subject to the approval of the
Public Works Department. The applicant shall identify, size, design and incorporate permanent
storm water pollution prevention measures (preferably landscape-based treatment controls
such as bioswales, filter strips, and permeable pavement rather than mechanical devices that
require long-term maintenance) to treat the runoff from a “water quality storm” specified in
PAMC Chapter 16.11 prior to discharge to the municipal storm drain system. Effective January
1, 2016, regulated projects, must contract with a qualified third-party reviewer during the
Building permit review process to certify that the proposed permanent storm water pollution
prevention measures comply with the requirements of Palo Alto Municipal Code Chapter
16.11. The certification form, 2 copies of approved storm water treatment plan, and a
description of Maintenance Task and Schedule must be received by the City from the thirdparty reviewer prior to approval of the building permit by the Public Works department.
If pumps are required, plot and label where the pumps will be located, storm water runoff from
pumped system shall daylight onto onsite landscaped areas and be allowed to infiltrate and
flow by gravity to the public storm drain line. Storm water runoff that is pumped shall not be
directly piped into the public storm drain line.
26. Provide the storm water treatment plan that shows the drainage areas and C3 treatment areas.
Include the table analysis for the pervious and impervious areas. Plan shall be stamped and
certified by the third party reviewer. Add language about treatment area being sized to handle
pervious and impervious areas.
27. Bioretention swales shall be designed to use the full swale length for treatment, place the
bubbler (outlet) and catch basin (inlet) at the ends of the swale. Other utilities shall not be
installed within the bioretention areas.
28. DEMOLITION PLAN: Place the following note adjacent to an affected tree on the Site Plan and
Demolition Plan: “Excavation activities associated with the proposed scope of work shall occur
no closer than 10-feet from the existing street tree, or as approved by the Urban Forestry
Division contact 650-496-5953. Any changes shall be approved by the same”.
29. GRADING & DRAINAGE PLAN: Provide a conceptual grading and drainage plan. Include the
existing storm drain system, if any, identify if the existing system is to be removed or remain to
serve the site. Public Works generally does not allow rainwater to be collected and discharged
into the street gutter or connect directly to the City’s infrastructure, but encourages the

developer to keep rainwater onsite as much as feasible by directing runoff to landscaped and
other pervious areas of the site.
30. GRADING PERMIT: The site plan must include a table that shows the earthwork (cut and fill)
volumes. If the total is more than 100 cubic yards, a grading permit will be required. An
application and plans including Rough Grading and Shoring Plans are submitted to Public Works
separately from the building permit plan set. The application and guidelines are available on
our
Public
Works
website.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/forms_and_permits.asp
31. ROUGH GRADING: provide a Rough Grading Plan for the work proposed as part of the Grading
and Excavation Permit application. The Rough Grading Plans shall including the following: pad
elevation, elevator pit elevation, ground monitoring wells, limits of over excavation, stockpile
area of material, overall earthwork volumes (cut and fill), temporary shoring for any existing
facilities, ramps for access, crane locations (if any), tree protection measures, etc.
32. Based on the City’s GIS there may be plume monitoring wells within the project site. Typically
these wells are maintained by Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD). The proposed work
shall not destroy any of the monitoring well or affect the function and use of these. Contact
SCVWD to verify the well location. Plot and label them on the plans and provide notes to
protect wells as required by the district.
33. LOGISTICS PLAN: The applicant and contractor shall prepare a construction logistics plan for
the work associated with the Excavation and Grading permit. Plan shall be submitted to Public
Works Engineering and shall address all impacts to the City’s right-of-way, including, but not
limited to: pedestrian control, traffic control, truck routes, material deliveries, contractor’s
parking, on-site staging and storage areas, concrete pours, crane lifts, work hours, noise
control, dust control, storm water pollution prevention, contractor’s contact. The plan shall be
prepared and submitted along the Grading and Excavation Permit. It shall include notes as
indicated on the approved Truck Route Map for construction traffic to and from the site. Plan
shall also indicate if the bus stop will need to be relocated.
34. BASEMENT SHORING: Shoring Plans prepared by a licensed professional are required the
Basement Excavation and shall be submitted with the Grading and Excavation Permit. Shoring
for the basement excavation, including tiebacks, must not extend onto adjacent private
property or into the City right-of-way without having first obtained written permission from the
private property owners and/or an encroachment permit from Public Works. Since the existing
storm drain line is to remain, plot and label the line on the shoring plans.
35. See attached Notice to Owners/Applicants planning to Dewater and Construction basements in
Palo Alto. Please review this letter, if dewatering is required the applicant shall submit the
items listed on this Notice. Alternatively provide a note on the plans to show the depth of
where groundwater was found and the depth of the exacavation for the proposed 2 story
basement.

36. GEOTECHNICAL REPORT: Shall clearly identify the highest projected groundwater level to be
encountered will be ______ feet below existing grade.
37. DEWATERING: Basement excavation may require dewatering during construction. Public
Works only allows groundwater drawdown well dewatering. Open pit groundwater
dewatering is not allowed. Dewatering is only allowed from April through October due to
inadequate capacity in our storm drain system. The geotechnical report for this site must list
the highest anticipated groundwater level. We recommend that a piezometer be installed in
the soil boring. The contractor shall determine the depth to groundwater immediately prior to
excavation by using a piezometer or by drilling an exploratory hole if the deepest excavation
will be within 3 feet of the highest anticipated groundwater level. If groundwater is found
within 2 feet of the deepest excavation, a drawdown well dewatering system must be used,
or alternatively, the contractor can excavate for the basement and hope not to hit
groundwater, but if he does, he must immediately stop all work and install a drawdown well
system before he continues to excavate. Based on the determined groundwater depth and
season the contractor may be required to dewater the site or stop all grading and excavation
work. In addition Public Works may require that all groundwater be tested for contaminants
prior to initial discharge and at intervals during dewatering. If testing is required, the
contractor must retain an independent testing firm to test the discharge water for
contaminants Public Works specifies and submit the results to Public Works.
Public Works reviews and approves dewatering plans as part of a Street Work Permit. The
applicant can include a dewatering plan in the building permit plan set in order to obtain
approval of the plan during the building permit review, but the contractor will still be
required to obtain a street work permit prior to dewatering. Alternatively, the applicant
must include the above dewatering requirements in a note on the site plan. The street work
permit to dewater must be obtained in July to allow ample to time to dewater and
complete the dewatering phase by October 31st. Public Works has a sample dewatering
plan
sheet
and
dewatering
guidelines
available
on
our
website. http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/forms_and_permits.asp
38. WATER FILLING STATION: Due to the California drought, applicant shall install a water station
for the non-potable reuse of the dewatering water. This water station shall be constructed
within private property, next to the right-of-way, (typically, behind the sidewalk). The station
shall be accessible 24 hours a day for the filling of water carrying vehicles (i.e. street sweepers,
etc.). The water station may also be used for onsite dust control. Before a discharge permit can
be issued, the water supply station shall be installed, ready for operational and inspected by
Public Works. The groundwater will also need to be tested for contaminants and chemical
properties for the non-potable use. The discharge permit cannot be issued until the test results
are received. Additional information regarding the station will be made available on the City’s
website under Public Works.

39. GROUNDWATER USE PLAN: A Groundwater Use Plan (GWUP) shall be submitted for review for
any project which requires dewatering. The GWUP, a narrative that shall be included in or
accompany the Dewatering Plan, must demonstrate the highest beneficial use practicable of
the pumped groundwater. The GWUP shall also state that all onsite, non-potable water needs
such as dust control shall be met by using the pumped groundwater. Delays in submitting the
GWUP can result in delays in the issuance of your discharge permit as Public Works requires
sufficient review time which shall be expected by the applicant
40. See attached Notice to Owners/Applicants planning to Dewater and Construction basements in
Palo Alto. Please review this letter, if dewatering is required the applicant shall submit the
items listed on this Notice.
41. GRADING AND DRAINAGE PLAN: The plan set must include a grading & drainage plan prepared
by a licensed professional that includes existing and proposed spot elevations, earthwork
volumes, finished floor elevations, pad elevation, area drain and bubbler locations, drainage
flow arrows to demonstrate proper drainage of the site. See Palo Alto Municipal Code Section
16.28 and Grading & Drainage Guidelines for Residential Development form for guidelines.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/2717
42. NOTICE OF INTENT: If the proposed development disturbs more than one acre of land, the
applicant will be required to comply with the State of California’s General Permit for Storm
Water Discharges Associated with Construction Activity. This entails filing a Notice of Intent to
Comply (NOI), paying a filing fee, and preparing and implementing a site specific storm water
pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) that addresses both construction-stage and post
construction Best Management Practices (BMP) for storm water quality protection. Provide the
WDID # directly on the Grading and Drainage Plan.
43. Applicant shall be aware that the project may trigger water line and meter upgrades or
relocation, if upgrades or relocation are required, the building permit plan set shall plot and
label utility changes. If a backflow preventer is required, it shall be located within private
property and plotted on the plans. Similarly if a transformer upgrade or a grease interceptor is
required it shall also be located within the private property. Plot and label these on the Utility
plan.
44. The following note shall be shown on the plans adjacent to the area on the Site Plan:
“Any construction within the city right-of-way must have an approved Permit for Construction
in the Public Street prior to commencement of this work. THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS WORK IS
NOT AUTHORIZED BY THE BUILDING PERMIT ISSUANCE BUT SHOWN ON THE BUILDING PERMIT
FOR INFORMATION ONLY.”
45. SIDEWALK, CURB & GUTTER: As part of this project, the applicant shall replace those portions
of the existing sidewalks, curbs, gutters or driveway approaches in the public right-of-way along
the frontage(s) of the property. Contact Public Works’ inspector at 650-496-6929 to arrange a

site visit so that the inspector can discuss the extent of replacement work along the public road.
The site plan submitted with the building permit plan set must show the extent of the
replacement work. At minimum the curb and gutter and sidewalk along the project frontage
shall be shown to be replaced.
As discussed at DRC, the applicant may be required to relocate the sidewalk behind the
planter strip along the project frontage, however this will need to be coordinate with the
existing trees in the area.
46. PAVEMENT: Any cutting into the pavement will trigger additional pavement requirements. Add
the following note to the Site Plan adjacent to the public right-of-way: “Applicant and
contractor will be responsible for resurfacing portions of Hanover Street based the roadway
surface condition after project completion and limits of trench work. At a minimum pavement
resurfacing of the full width of the street along the project frontage may be required.” Plot and
label the area to be resurfaced as hatched on the site plan.
47. Provide the following note on the Site Plan and Grading and Drainage Plan: “Contractor shall
not stage, store, or stockpile any material or equipment within the public road right-of-way.”
Construction phasing shall be coordinate to keep materials and equipment onsite or within
private property.
48. IMPERVIOUS SURFACE AREA: The project will be creating or replacing 500 square feet or more
of impervious surface. Accordingly, the applicant shall provide calculations of the existing and
proposed impervious surface areas with the building permit application. The Impervious Area
Worksheet for Land Developments form and instructions are available at the Development
Center or on our website. To determine the impervious surface area that is being disturbed,
provide the quantity on the site plan.
49. STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION – The plan set shall include the “Pollution Prevention –
It’s Part of the Plan” An electronic copy of this plan is available on the City’s website.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/2732
PRIOR TO BUILDING PERMIT FINAL
50. STORMWATER MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT: The applicant shall designate a party to maintain
the control measures for the life of the improvements and must enter into a maintenance
agreement with the City to guarantee the ongoing maintenance of the permanent C.3 storm
water discharge compliance measures. The maintenance agreement shall be executed prior to
the first building occupancy sign-off. The City will inspect the treatment measures yearly and
charge an inspection fee. There is currently a $381 (FY 2015) C.3 plan check fee that will be
collected upon submittal for a grading or building permit.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
51. Provide two fire rated stairwell enclosures with roof hatch access.

PUBLIC WORKS WATERSHED PROTECTION
52. PAMC 16.09.170, 16.09.040 Discharge of Groundwater
The project is located in an area of suspected or known groundwater contamination with
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). If groundwater is encountered then the plans must include
the following procedure for construction dewatering:
Prior to discharge of any water from construction dewatering, the water shall be tested for
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) using EPA Method 601/602 or Method 624. The analytical
results of the VOC testing shall be transmitted to the Regional Water Quality Control Plant
(RWQCP) 650-329-2598. Contaminated ground water that exceeds state or federal
requirements for discharge to navigable waters may not be discharged to the storm drain
system or creeks. If the concentrations of pollutants exceed the applicable limits for discharge
to the storm drain system then an Exceptional Discharge Permit must be obtained from the
RWQCP prior to discharge to the sanitary sewer system. If the VOC concentrations exceed the
toxic organics discharge limits contained in the Palo Alto Municipal Code (16.09.040(m)) a
treatment system for removal of VOCs will also be required prior to discharge to the sanitary
sewer. Additionally, any water discharged to the sanitary sewer system or storm drain system
must be free of sediment.
53. PAMC 16.09.055 Unpolluted Water
Unpolluted water shall not be discharged through direct or indirect connection to the sanitary
sewer system.
And PAMC 16.09.175 (b) General prohibitions and practices
Exterior (outdoor) drains may be connected to the sanitary sewer system only if the area in
which the drain is located is covered or protected from rainwater run-on by berms and/or
grading, and appropriate wastewater treatment approved by the Superintendent is provided.
For additional information regarding loading docks, see section 16.09.175(k)
54. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(9) Covered Parking
Drain plumbing for parking garage floor drains must be connected to an oil/water separator
with a minimum capacity of 100 gallons, and to the sanitary sewer system
55. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(14) Architectural Copper
On and after January 1, 2003, copper metal roofing, copper metal gutters, copper metal down
spouts, and copper granule containing asphalt shingles shall not be permitted for use on any
residential, commercial or industrial building for which a building permit is required. Copper
flashing for use under tiles or slates and small copper ornaments are exempt from this
prohibition. Replacement roofing, gutters and downspouts on historic structures are exempt,
provided that the roofing material used shall be prepatinated at the factory. For the purposes
of this exemption, the definition of "historic" shall be limited to structures designated as
Category 1 or Category 2 buildings in the current edition of the Palo Alto Historical and
Architectural Resources Report and Inventory.

5. PAMC 16.09.175(k) (2) Loading Docks
(i)
Loading dock drains to the storm drain system may be allowed if equipped with a
fail-safe valve or equivalent device that is kept closed during the non-rainy season and during
periods of loading dock operation.
(ii)
Where chemicals, hazardous materials, grease, oil, or waste products are
handled or used within the loading dock area, a drain to the storm drain system shall not be
allowed. A drain to the sanitary sewer system may be allowed if equipped with a fail-safe valve
or equivalent device that is kept closed during the non-rainy season and during periods of
loading dock operation. The area in which the drain is located shall be covered or protected
from rainwater run-on by berms and/or grading. Appropriate wastewater treatment approved
by the Superintendent shall be provided for all rainwater contacting the loading dock site.
56. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(5) Condensate from HVAC
Condensate lines shall not be connected or allowed to drain to the storm drain system.
57. PAMC 16.09.205 Cooling Towers
No person shall discharge or add to the sanitary sewer system or storm drain system, or add to
a cooling system, pool, spa, fountain, boiler or heat exchanger, any substance that contains any
of the following:
(1)
Copper in excess of 2.0 mg/liter;
(2)
Any tri-butyl tin compound in excess of 0.10 mg/liter;
(3)
Chromium in excess of 2.0 mg/liter.
(4)
Zinc in excess of 2.0 mg/liter; or
(5)
Molybdenum in excess of 2.0 mg/liter.
The above limits shall apply to any of the above-listed substances prior to dilution with the
cooling system, pool, spa or fountain water.
A flow meter shall be installed to measure the volume of blowdown water from the new
cooling tower. Cooling systems discharging greater than 2,000 gallons per day are required to
meet a copper discharge limit of 0.25 milligrams per liter.
58. PAMC 16.09.180(b)(b) Copper Piping
Copper, copper alloys, lead and lead alloys, including brass, shall not be used in sewer lines,
connectors, or seals coming in contact with sewage except for domestic waste sink traps and
short lengths of associated connecting pipes where alternate materials are not practical. The
plans must specify that copper piping will not be used for wastewater plumbing.
59. 16.09.180(12) Mercury Switches
Mercury switches shall not be installed in sewer or storm drain sumps.
60. PAMC 16.09.205(a) Cooling Systems, Pools, Spas, Fountains, Boilers and Heat Exchangers
It shall be unlawful to discharge water from cooling systems, pools, spas, fountains boilers and

heat exchangers to the storm drain system.
61. PAMC 16.09.165(h) Storm Drain Labeling
Storm drain inlets shall be clearly marked with the words "No dumping - Flows to Bay," or
equivalent.
62. Undesignated Retail Space:PAMC 16.09
Newly constructed or improved buildings with all or a portion of the space with undesignated tenants
or future use will need to meet all requirements that would have been applicable during design and
construction. If such undesignated retail space becomes a food service facility the following
requirements must be met:
Designated Food Service Establishment (FSE) Project:
A. Grease Control Device (GCD) Requirements, PAMC Section 16.09.075 & cited Bldg/Plumbing Codes
I.
The plans shall specify the manufacturer details and installation details of all proposed GCDs.
(CBC 1009.2)
II.
GCD(s) shall be sized in accordance with the 2007 California Plumbing Code.
III.
GCD(s) shall be installed with a minimum capacity of 500 gallons.
IV.
GCD sizing calculations shall be included on the plans. See a sizing calculation example below.
V.
The size of all GCDs installed shall be equal to or larger than what is specified on the plans.
VI. GCDs larger than 50 gallons (100 pounds) shall not be installed in food preparation and storage
areas. Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health prefers GCDs to be installed
outside. GCDs shall be installed such that all access points or manholes are readily accessible
for inspection, cleaning and removal of all contents. GCDs located outdoors shall be installed in
such a manner so as to exclude the entrance of surface and stormwater. (CPC 1009.5)
VII.
All large, in-ground interceptors shall have a minimum of three manholes to allow visibility of
each inlet piping, baffle (divider) wall, baffle piping and outlet piping. The plans shall clearly
indicate the number of proposed manholes on the GCD. The Environmental Compliance
Division of Public Works Department may authorize variances which allow GCDs with less than
three manholes due to manufacture available options or adequate visibility.
VIII.
Sample boxes shall be installed downstream of all GCDs.
IX. All GCDs shall be fitted with relief vent(s). (CPC 1002.2 & 1004)
X.
GCD(s) installed in vehicle traffic areas shall be rated and indicated on plans.
B. Drainage Fixture Requirements, PAMC Section 16.09.075 & cited Bldg/Plumbing Codes
XI. To ensure all FSE drainage fixtures are connected to the correct drain lines, each drainage
fixture shall be clearly labeled on the plans. A list of all fixtures and their discharge connection,
i.e. sanitary sewer or grease waste line, shall be included on the plans.
XII.
A list indicating all connections to each proposed GCD shall be included on the plans. This can
be incorporated into the sizing calculation.
XIII.
All grease generating drainage fixtures shall connect to a GCD. These include but are not
limited to:
a. Pre-rinse (scullery) sinks

XIV.

XV.
XVI.
XVII.

b. Three compartment sinks (pot sinks)
c. Drainage fixtures in dishwashing room except for dishwashers shall connect to a GCD
d. Examples: trough drains (small drains prior to entering a dishwasher), small drains on
busing counters adjacent to pre-rinse sinks or silverware soaking sinks
e. Floor drains in dishwashing area and kitchens
f. Prep sinks
g. Mop (janitor) sinks
h. Outside areas designated for equipment washing shall be covered and any drains
contained therein shall connect to a GCD.
i. Drains in trash/recycling enclosures
j. Wok stoves, rotisserie ovens/broilers or other grease generating cooking equipment
with drip lines
k. Kettles and tilt/braising pans and associated floor drains/sinks
The connection of any high temperature discharge lines and non-grease generating drainage
fixtures to a GCD is prohibited. The following shall not be connected to a GCD:
a. Dishwashers
b. Steamers
c. Pasta cookers
d. Hot lines from buffet counters and kitchens
e. Hand sinks
f. Ice machine drip lines
g. Soda machine drip lines
h. Drainage lines in bar areas
No garbage disposers (grinders) shall be installed in a FSE. (PAMC 16.09.075(d)).
Plumbing lines shall not be installed above any cooking, food preparation and storage areas.
Each drainage fixture discharging into a GCD shall be individually trapped and vented. (CPC
1014.5)

C. Covered Dumpsters, Recycling and Tallow Bin Areas PAMC, 16.09.075(q)(2)
XVIII. Newly constructed and remodeled FSEs shall include a covered area for all dumpsters, bins,
carts or container used for the collection of trash, recycling, food scraps and waste cooking fats,
oils and grease (FOG) or tallow.
XIX.
The area shall be designed and shown on plans to prevent water run-on to the area and runoff
from the area.
XX.
Drains that are installed within the enclosure for recycle and waste bins, dumpsters and tallow
bins serving FSEs are optional. Any such drain installed shall be connected to a GCD.
XXI.
If tallow is to be stored outside then an adequately sized, segregated space for a tallow bin shall
be included in the covered area.
XXII. These requirements shall apply to remodeled or converted facilities to the extent that the
portion of the facility being remodeled is related to the subject of the requirement.
D. Large Item Cleaning Sink, PAMC 16.09.075(m)(2)(B)
XXIII.
FSEs shall have a sink or other area drain which is connected to a GCD and large enough for
cleaning the largest kitchen equipment such as floor mats, containers, carts, etc.

Recommendation: Generally, sinks or cleaning areas larger than a typical mop/janitor sink are
more useful.
E. GCD sizing criteria and an example of a GCD sizing calculation (2007 CPC)
Sizing Criteria:
Drain Fixtures
Pre-rinse sink
3 compartment sink
2 compartment sink
Prep sink
Mop/Janitorial sink
Floor drain
Floor sink
Example GCD
Sizing Calculation:

Quantity
1
1
2
1
1
1

Note:
 All resubmitted plans to
Building Department which
include FSE projects shall
be resubmitted to Water
Quality.

GCD Sizing:
Total DFUs
8
21
35
90
172
216

DFUs
4
3
3
3
3
2
2

1
4

GCD Volume (gallons)
500
750
1,000
1,250
1,500
2,000

Drainage Fixture & Item Number
Pre-rinse sink, Item 1
3 compartment sink, Item 2
Prep sinks, Item 3 & Floor sink, Item
4
Mop sink, Item 5
Floor trough, Item 6 & tilt skillet,
Item 7
Floor trough, Item 6 & steam kettle,
Item 8
Floor sink, Item 4 & wok stove, Item
9
Floor drains
1,000 gallon GCD minimum sized

DFUs
4
3
3

Total
4
3
6

3
2

3
2

2

2

2

2

2
8
Total: 30

 It is frequently to the FSE’s
advantage to install the next size larger GCD to allow for more efficient grease discharge prevention
and may allow for longer times between cleaning. There are many manufacturers of GCDs which
are available in different shapes, sizes and materials (plastic, reinforced fiberglass, reinforced
concrete and metal)
 The requirements will assist FSEs with FOG discharge prevention to the sanitary sewer and storm
drain pollution prevention. The FSE at all times shall comply with the Sewer Use Ordinance of the
Palo Alto Municipal Code. The ordinances include requirements for GCDs, GCD maintenance,
drainage fixtures, record keeping and construction projects.
In addition, if R&D involves processes that generate wastewater from wet processes, an industrial
discharge permit may be required. Please contact 329-2122 for any questions.

UTILITIES - WATER, GAS, WASTEWATER
PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF DEMOLITION PERMIT
63. Prior to demolition, the applicant shall submit the existing water/wastewater fixture unit loads

(and building as-built plans to verify the existing loads) to determine the capacity fee credit for
the existing load. If the applicant does not submit loads and plans they may not receive credit
for the existing water/wastewater fixtures.
64. The applicant shall submit a request to disconnect all utility services and/or meters including a
signed affidavit of vacancy. Utilities will be disconnected or removed within 10 working days
after receipt of request. The demolition permit will be issued by the building inspection division
after all utility services and/or meters have been disconnected and removed.

UTILITIES – ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
65. The electric primary power for this project will come from an existing underground system
along Hanover Street.
63. The applicant shall comply with all the Electric Utility Engineering Department service
requirements noted during plan review.
64. The applicant shall be responsible for identification and location of all utilities, both public and
private, within the work area. Prior to any excavation work at the site, the applicant shall
contact Underground Service Alert (USA) at 1-800-227-2600, at least 48 hours prior to
beginning work.
65. Only one electric service lateral is permitted per parcel. Utilities Rule & Regulation #18.
66. If this project requires padmount transformer, the location of the transformer shall be shown
on the site plan and approved by the Utilities Department and the Architectural Review Board.
67. Utilities Rule & Regulations #3 & #16 (see detail comments below).
68. The developer/owner shall provide space for installing padmount equipment (i.e. transformers,
switches, and interrupters) and associated substructure as required by the City.
69. The location of the electric panel/switchboard shall be shown on the site plan and approved by
the Architectural Review Board and Utilities Department. CPAU prefers that the main
switchboard, or main switch and meter panel, to be an outdoor gear and away from traffic if
possible.
70. The customer shall install all electrical substructures (conduits, boxes and pads) required from
the service point to the customer’s main switchboard. The design and installation shall be
according to the City standards and shown on plans. Utilities Rule & Regulations #16 & #18.
71. The customer is responsible for sizing the service conductors and other required equipment
according to the California Electric Code requirements and City standards.

72. If the customer’s total load exceeds 2500 kVA, service shall be provided at the primary voltage
of 12,470 volts and the customer shall provide the high voltage switchgear and transformers.
73. For primary services, the standard service protection is a padmount fault interrupter owned
and maintained by the City, installed at the customer’s expense. The customer must provide
and install the pad and associated substructure required for the fault interrupter.
74. Any additional facilities and services requested by the Applicant that are beyond what the
utility deems standard facilities will be subject to Special Facilities charges. The Special Facilities
charges include the cost of installing the additional facilities as well as the cost of ownership.
Utilities Rule & Regulation #20.
75. Projects that require the extension of high voltage primary distribution lines or reinforcement
of offsite electric facilities will be at the customer’s expense and must be coordinated with the
Electric Utility.
76. The applicant shall secure a Public Utilities Easement for facilities installed on private property
for City use.
77. The site plan drawings must show all existing and proposed electric facilities (i.e. conduits,
boxes, pads, services, and streetlights) as well as other utilities.
78. The developer/owner is responsible for all substructure installations (conduits, boxes, pads,
streetlights system, etc.) on the property parcel map. The design and installation shall be
according to the City standards and all work must be inspected and approved by the Electrical
Underground Inspector.
79. The tentative parcel map shall show all required easements as requested by the City.
80. Industrial and large commercial customers must allow sufficient lead-time for Electric Utility
Engineering and Operations (typically 8-12 weeks after advance engineering fees have been
paid) to design and construct the electric service requested.
81. A completed Utility Service Application and a full set of plans must be included with all
applications involving electrical work. The Application must be included with the preliminary
submittal.
82. The applicant shall submit a request to disconnect all existing utility services and/or meters
including a signed affidavit of vacancy, on the form provided by the Building Inspection Division.
Utilities will be disconnected or removed within 30 working days after receipt of request. The
demolition permit will be issued after all utility services and/or meters have been disconnected
and removed.

83. All utility meters, lines, transformers, backflow preventers, and any other required equipment
shall be shown on the landscape and irrigation plans and shall show that no conflict will occur
between the utilities and landscape materials. In addition, all aboveground equipment shall be
screened in a manner that is consistent with the building design and setback requirements.
84. Contractors and developers shall obtain permit from the Department of Public Works before
digging in the street right-of-way. This includes sidewalks, driveways and planter strips.
85. At least 48 hours prior to starting any excavation, the customer must call Underground Service
Alert (USA) at 1-800-227-2600 to have existing underground utilities located and marked. The
areas to be checked for underground facility marking shall be delineated with white paint. All
USA markings shall be removed by the customer or contractor when construction is complete.
86. The customer is responsible for installing all on-site substructures (conduits, boxes and pads)
required for the electric service. No more than 270 degrees of bends are allowed in a
secondary conduit run. All conduits must be sized according to California Electric Code
requirements and no 1/2 – inch size conduits are permitted. All off-site substructure work will
be constructed by the City at the customer’s expense. Where mutually agreed upon by the City
and the Applicant, all or part of the off-site substructure work may be constructed by the
Applicant.
87. All primary electric conduits shall be concrete encased with the top of the encasement at the
depth of 30 inches. No more than 180 degrees of bends are allowed in a primary conduit run.
Conduit runs over 500 feet in length require additional pull boxes.
88. All new underground conduits and substructures shall be installed per City standards and shall
be inspected by the Electrical Underground Inspector before backfilling.
89. For services larger than 1600 amps, a transition cabinet as the interconnection point between
the utility’s padmount transformer and the customer’s main switchgear may be required. See
City of Palo Alto Utilities Standard Drawing SR-XF-E-1020. The cabinet design drawings must be
submitted to the Electric Utility Engineering Division for review and approval.
90. For underground services, no more than four (4) 750 MCM conductors per phase can be
connected to the transformer secondary terminals; otherwise, bus duct or x-flex cable must be
used for connections to padmount transformers. If customer installs a bus duct directly
between the transformer secondary terminals and the main switchgear, the installation of a
transition cabinet will not be required.
91. The customer is responsible for installing all underground electric service conductors, bus duct,
transition cabinets, and other required equipment. The installation shall meet the California
Electric Code and the City Standards.

92. Meter and switchboard requirements shall be in accordance with Electric Utility Service
Equipment Requirements Committee (EUSERC) drawings accepted by Utility and CPA standards
for meter installations.
93. Shop/factory drawings for switchboards (400A and greater) and associated hardware must be
submitted for review and approval prior to installing the switchgear to:
Gopal Jagannath, P.E.
Supervising Electric Project Engineer
Utilities Engineering (Electrical)
1007 Elwell Court
Palo Alto, CA 94303
94. For 400A switchboards only, catalog cut sheets may be substituted in place of factory drawings.
95. All new underground electric services shall be inspected and approved by both the Building
Inspection Division and the Electrical Underground Inspector before energizing.
96. The customer shall provide as-built drawings showing the location of all switchboards, conduits
(number and size), conductors (number and size), splice boxes, vaults and switch/transformer
pads.
97. The follow must be completed before Utilities will make the connection to the utility system
and energize the service:
 All fees must be paid.
 All required inspections have been completed and approved by both the Building
Inspection Division and the Electrical Underground Inspector.
 All Special Facilities contracts or other agreements need to be signed by the City and
applicant.
 Easement documents must be completed.
GREEN BUILDING
98. CALGreen Checklist: The project is a new nonresidential construction project greater than
1,000 square feet and therefore must comply with California Green Building Standards Code
Mandatory plus Tier 2 requirements, as applicable to the scope of work. PAMC
16.14.080 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015). The project applicant must indicate the requirements
on the Planning Application. The submittal requirements are outlined here:
www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/ds/green_building/default.asp.
99. EVSE Transformer Location: If the project triggers the EVSE requirements in Part B of these
comments, then applicant must identify transformer requirements associated with EVSE
mentioned and show the appropriate transformer location and size on the Planning
Application. The applicant must contact the Electric Engineering Department within Utilities to

confirm the any transformer requirements associated with the proposed EVSE. For questions,
contact the Electric Engineering mainline at 650-566-4500.
100.
Energy Efficiency: If the project includes new construction, then the project triggers
the Local Energy Efficiency Reach Code. For all new non-residential construction, the
performance approach specified within the 2013 California Energy Code shall be used to
demonstrate that the TDV Energy of the proposed building is at least 15% less than the TDV
Energy of the Standard Design. (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015)

101.
Commissioning: If the project is a new building over 10,000 square feet, then the
project must meet the commissioning requirements outlined in the California Building Code
section 5.410.2 for Planning Approval. The project team shall re-submit the Owner’s Project
Requirements (OPR) in accordance with section 5.410.2.1 with an updated Basis of Design
(BOD) in accordance with 5.410.2.2 that reflects the design elements finalized between
Planning Approval and Permit Submittal. The project shall also submit a Commissioning Plan in
accordance with 5.410.2.3.
102.
Energy Benchmarking: If the project is a nonresidential projects exceeding $100,000
valuation, then the project must acquire an Energy STAR Portfolio Manager Rating and submit
the rating to the City of Palo Alto once the project has been occupied after 12 months. PAMC
16.14.380 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015). The Energy Star Project Profile shall be submitted to
the Building Department prior to permit issuance. Submittal info can be found at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/business/benchmarking_your_building.asp.
103.
Recycled Water Infrastructure: If the project is greater than 100,000 square feet and is
not within the boundaries of a recycled water project area, then the project must install dual
plumbing for use of recycled water for toilet and urinal flushing. PAMC 16.14.300 (Ord. 5324
§ 1 (part), 2015). The project applicant shall indicate the requirements on the Permit Plans.
104.
Recycled Water Infrastructure for Landscape: If the project is outside the boundaries
of the recycled water project area and is greater than 1,000 square feet, then the project must
install recycled water infrastructure for irrigation systems. PAMC 16.14.230 (Ord. 5324 § 1
(part), 2015). The project applicant shall indicate the requirements on the Permit Plans.
105.
Recycled Water Infrastructure for Landscape: If the project is either a new
construction or a rehabilitated landscape and is greater than 1,000 square feet, then the
project must install a dedicated irrigation meter related to the recycled water infrastructure.
PAMC 16.14.230 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015). The project applicant shall indicate the
requirements on the Permit Plans.
106.
Landscape Efficiency: If the project is a non-residential new construction project with
a landscape of any size included in the project scope, then the project must comply with

Potable water reduction Tier 2 in accordance with the Emergency Drought Regulations.
Documentation is required to demonstrate that the Estimated Total Water Use (ETWU) falls
within a Maximum Applied Water Allowance (MAWA).
 For projects submitting for permit between June 1st, 2015 and December 1st, 2015, the
project shall use an ET adjustment factor (ETAF) of 0.55 for landscaped areas. Special
Landscape Areas (SLA) will be given an allowance of 0.45. The resulting ETAF for SLA
shall be 1.0. (PAMC 16.14 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015) and the Emergency Drought
Regulations link below: http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/bsc/2015TriCycle/BSCMeetings/Emergency-Regs/HCD-EF-01-15-ET-Pt11.pdf
 For projects submitting for permit after December 1st, 2015, the project shall follow the
updated regulations found on the Department of Water Resources website:
http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/landscapeordinance/
107.
Construction & Demolition: If the project is a nonresidential new construction or
renovation project and has a value exceeding $25,000, then the project must meet the
Enhanced Construction Waste Reduction Tier 2. PAMC 16.14.240 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015).
The project shall use the Green Halo System to document the requirements.
108.
Construction & Demolition: If the project includes non-residential demolition, then the
project must meet the Enhanced Construction Waste Reduction - Tier 2 for demolition. PAMC
16.14.270 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015). The project shall use the Green Halo System to
document the requirements.
109.
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment: If the project is a new non-residential structure,
then the project must comply with the City of Palo Alto Electric Vehicle Charging Ordinance
5324. The project shall provide Conduit Only, EVSE-Ready Outlet, or EVSE Installed for at least
25% of parking spaces, among which at least 5% (and no fewer than one) shall be EVSE
Installed. The requirements shall be applied separately to accessible parking spaces. See
Ordinance 5324 for EVSE definitions, minimum circuit capacity, and design detail requirements.
PAMC 16.14.380 (Ord. 5263 § 1 (part), 2013) See
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/43818 for additional details.
The following are required at Post-Construction after 12 months of occupancy.
110.
Energy Benchmarking: If the project is a nonresidential projects exceeding $100,000
valuation, then the project must acquire an Energy STAR Portfolio Manager Rating and submit
the rating to the City of Palo Alto once the project has been occupied after 12 months. PAMC
16.14.250 (Ord. 5324 § 1 (part), 2015). Submittal info can be found at:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/business/benchmarking_your_building.asp.

PUBLIC WORKS URBAN FORESTRY SECTION
PRIOR TO DEMOLITION, BUILDING OR GRADING PERMIT ISSUANCE

111.
Provide a Transplanting Plan that includes all steps for the successful relocation of any
tree, including health enhancement bio treatments and automatic irrigation schedule with
timer.
112.
Provide an appraisal of value for all trees to be relocated and protected in the new
landscape conditions, and include the landmark oak #21.
113.
Provide an updated Tree Protection Report that includes detailed attention to all
perimeter trees and oaks for any grading, trenching, temporary lines for seasonal irrigation, etc.
Include a tree inventory map of all trees in the report.
114.
BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTAL- PROJECT ARBORIST CERTIFICATION LETTER. Prior to
submittal for staff review, attach a Project Arborist Certification Letter that he/she has; (a)
reviewed the entire building permit plan set submittal and, (b)* verified all his/her updated TPR
mitigation measures and changes are incorporated in the plan set, (c) affirm that ongoing
Contractor/Project Arborist site monitoring inspections and reporting have been arranged with
the contractor or owner (see Sheet T-1) and, (d) understands that design revisions (site or plan
changes) within a TPZ will be routed to Project Arborist/Contractor for review prior to approval
from City.
* (b above) Other information. The Building Permit submittal set shall be accompanied by the
project site arborist’s typed certification letter that the plans have incorporated said design
changes for consistency with City Standards, Regulations and information:
a. Applicant/project arborist’s final revised Tree Protection Report (TPR) with said design
changes and corresponding mitigation measures. (e.g.: if Pier/grade beam=soils report w/
specs required by Bldg. Div.; if Standard foundation= mitigation for linear 24” cut to all roots
in proximity)
b. Palo Alto Tree Technical Manual Construction Standards, Section 2.00 and PAMC 8.10.080.
c. Specialty items. Itemized list of any activity impact--quantified and mitigated, in the Tree
Protection Zone (TPZ) for each tree.
d. Oaks, if present. That landscape and irrigation plans are consistent with CPA Tree Technical
Manual, Section 5.45 and Appendix L, Landscaping under Native Oaks and PAMC 18.40.130.
115.
BUILDING PERMIT CORRECTIONS/REVISIONS--COVER LETTER. During plan check review,
provide a separate cover letter with Correction List along with the revised drawings when
resubmitting. State where the significant tree impacts notes occur (bubble) and indicate the
sheet number and/or detail where the correction has been made. Provide: 1) corresponding
revision number and 2) bubble or highlights for easy reference. Responses such as “see plans
or report” or “plans comply” are not acceptable. Your response should be clear and complete
to assist the re-check and approval process for your project.
116.
TREE APPRAISAL & SECURITY DEPOSIT AGREEMENT. (Reference: CPA Tree Technical
Manual, Section 6.25). Prior to the issuance of a grading or building permit, the applicant shall

prepare and secure a tree appraisal and security deposit agreement stipulating the duration
and monitoring program. The appraisal of the condition and replacement value of all trees to
remain shall recognize the location of each tree in the proposed development. Listed
separately, the appraisal may be part of the Tree Survey Report. For the purposes of a security
deposit agreement, the monetary market or replacement value shall be determined using the
most recent version of the “Guide for Plan Appraisal”, in conjunction with the Species and
Classification Guide for Northern California. The appraisal shall be performed at the applicant’s
expense, and the appraiser shall be subject to the Director’s approval.
a. SECURITY DEPOSIT AGREEMENT. Prior to grading or building permit issuance, as a condition of
development approval, the applicant shall post a security deposit for the 150% of the appraised
replacement value of the following 23 Designated Trees: (ID numbers to be determined), to be
retained and protected.. The total amount for this project is: $__To Be Determined with Urban
Forestry staff. The security may be a cash deposit, letter of credit, or surety bond and shall be
filed with the Revenue Collections/Finance Department or in a form satisfactory to the City
Attorney.
b. SECURITY DEPOSIT & MONITORING PROGRAM. The project sponsor shall provide to the City of
Palo Alto an annual tree evaluation report prepared by the project arborist or other qualified
certified arborist, assessing the condition and recommendations to correct potential tree
decline for trees remain and trees planted as part of the mitigation program. The monitoring
program shall end two years from date of final occupancy, unless extended due to tree
mortality and replacement, in which case a new two year monitoring program and annual
evaluation report for the replacement tree shall begin. Prior to occupancy, a final report and
assessment shall be submitted for City review and approval. The final report shall summarize
the Tree Resources program, documenting tree or site changes to the approved plans, update
status of tree health and recommend specific tree care maintenance practices for the property
owner(s). The owner or project sponsor shall call for a final inspection by the Planning Division
Arborist.
c. SECURITY DEPOSIT DURATION. The security deposit duration period shall be two years (or five
years if determined by the Director) from the date of final occupancy. Return of the security
guarantee shall be subject to City approval of the final monitoring report. A tree shall be
considered dead when the main leader has died back, 25% of the crown is dead or if major
trunk or root damage is evident. A new tree of equal or greater appraised value shall be
planted in the same area by the property owner. Landscape area and irrigation shall be
readapted to provide optimum growing conditions for the replacement tree. The replacement
tree that is planted shall be subject to a new two-year establishment and monitoring
program. The project sponsor shall provide an annual tree evaluation report as originally
required.
117.

PLAN SET REQUIREMENTS. The final Plans submitted for building permit shall include:

a.

SHEET T-1, BUILDING PERMIT. The building permit plan set will include the City’s full-sized,
Sheet T-1 (Tree Protection-it's Part of the Plan!), available on the Development Center
website at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/31783. The Applicant
shall complete and sign the Tree Disclosure Statement and recognize the Project Arborist
Tree Activity Inspection Schedule. Monthly reporting to Urban Forestry/Contractor is
mandatory. (Insp. #1: applies to all projects; with tree preservation report: Insp. #2-6 applies;
with landscape plan: Insp. #7 applies.)

b.

The Tree Preservation Report (TPR). All sheets of the Applicant’s TPR approved by the City for
full implementation by Contractor, Arbor Resources, shall be printed on numbered Sheet T-1
(T-2, T-3, etc) and added to the sheet index.

118.
PLANS--SHOW PROTECTIVE TREE FENCING. The Plan Set (esp. site, demolition, grading &
drainage, foundation, irrigation, tree disposition, utility sheets, etc.) must delineate/show Type
I or Type II fencing around each Regulated Trees, using a bold dashed line enclosing the Tree
Protection Zone as shown on Standard Dwg. #605, Sheet T-1, and the City Tree Technical
Manual, Section 6.35-Site Plans; or using the Project Arborist’s unique diagram for each Tree
Protection Zone enclosure.
119.
SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS: Plans with Public Trees shall show (a) Type II street tree
fencing enclosing the entire parkway strip or, (b) Type I protection to the outer branch dripline
(for rolled curb & sidewalk or no-sidewalk situations.)
c. Add Site Plan Notes.
i. Note #1. Apply to the site plan stating, "All tree protection and inspection
schedule measures, design recommendations, watering and construction
scheduling shall be implemented in full by owner and contractor, as stated
on Sheet T-1, in the Tree Protection Report and the approved plans”.
ii. Note #2. All civil plans, grading plans, irrigation plans, site plans and utility plans
and relevant sheets shall add a note applying to the trees to be protected,
including neighboring trees stating: "Regulated Tree--before working in this area
contact the Project Site Arborist at 650-654-3351 ";
iii. Note #3. Utility (sanitary sewer/gas/water/backflow/electric/storm drain) plan
sheets shall include the following note: “Utility trenching shall not occur within
the TPZ of the protected tree. Contractor shall be responsible for ensuring that no
trenching occurs within the TPZ of the protected tree by contractors, City crews or
final landscape workers. See sheet T-1 for instructions.”
iv. Note #4. “Basement or foundation plan. Soils Report and Excavation for
basement construction within the TPZ of a protected tree shall specify a vertical
cut (stitch piers may be necessary) in order to avoid over-excavating into the tree
root zone. Any variance from this procedure requires Urban Forestry approval,
please call (650) 496-5953.”

v. Note #5. “Pruning Restrictions. No pruning or clearance cutting of branches is
permitted on City trees. Contractor shall obtain a Public Tree Permit from Urban
Forestry (650-496-5953) for any work on Public Trees”
120.
TREE REMOVAL—PROTECTED & RIGHT-OF-WAY TREES. Existing trees (Publicly-owned or
Protected) to be removed, as shown accurately located on all site plans, require approval by the
Urban Forestry Tree Care Permit prior to issuance of any building, demolition or grading permit.
Must also be referenced in the required Street Work Permit from Public Works Engineering.
d. Add plan note for each tree to be removed, “Tree Removal. Contractor shall obtain a
completed Urban Forestry Tree Care Permit # _____________ (contractor to complete)
separate from the Building or Street Work Permit. Permit notice hanger and conditions
apply. Contact (650-496-5953).”
e. Copy the approval. The completed Tree Care Permit shall be printed on Sheet T-2, or
specific approval communication from staff clearly copied directly on the relevant plan
sheet. The same Form is used for public or private Protected tree removal requests
available from the Urban Forestry webpage:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/pwd/trees/default.asp
121.

LANDSCAPE PLANS
f. Include all changes recommended from civil engineer, architect and staff, including
planting specifications if called for by the project arborist,
g. Provide a detailed landscape and irrigation plan encompassing on-and off-site plantable
areas out to the curb as approved by the Architectural Review Board. A Landscape
Water Use statement, water use calculations and a statement of design intent shall be
submitted for the project. A licensed landscape architect and qualified irrigation
consultant will prepare these plans, to include:
i. All existing trees identified both to be retained and removed including street
trees.
ii. Complete plant list indicating tree and plant species, quantity, size, and
locations.
iii. Irrigation schedule and plan.
iv. Fence locations.
v. Lighting plan with photometric data.
vi. Trees to be retained shall be irrigated, aerated and maintained as necessary to
ensure survival.
vii. All new trees planted within the public right-of-way shall be installed per Public
Works (PW) Standard Planting Diagram #603 or 604 (include on plans), and shall
have a tree pit dug at least twice the diameter of the root ball.
viii. Landscape plan shall include planting preparation details for trees specifying
digging the soil to at least 30-inches deep, backfilled with a quality topsoil and
dressing with 2-inches of wood or bark mulch on top of the root ball keeping
clear of the trunk by 1-inch.
ix. Automatic irrigation shall be provided to all trees. For trees, Standard Dwg. #513
shall be included on the irrigation plans and show two bubbler heads mounted

on flexible tubing placed at the edge of the root ball. Bubblers shall not be
mounted inside an aeration tube. The tree irrigation system shall be connected
to a separate valve from other shrubbery and ground cover, pursuant to the
City's Landscape Water Efficiency Standards. Irrigation in the right-of-way
requires a street work permit per CPA Public Works standards.
x. Landscape Plan shall ensure the backflow device is adequately obscured with the
appropriate screening to minimize visibility (planted shrubbery is preferred,
painted dark green, decorative boulder covering acceptable; wire cages are
discouraged).
h. Add Planting notes to include the following mandatory criteria:
i. Prior to any planting, all plantable areas shall be tilled to 12” depth, and all
construction rubble and stones over 1” or larger shall be removed from the site.
ii. Note a turf-free zone around trees 36” diameter (18” radius) for best tree
performance.
i. Add note for Mandatory Landscape Architect (LA) Inspections and Verification to the
City. The LA of record shall verify the performance measurements are achieved with a
separate letters of verification to City Planning staff, in addition to owner’s
representative for each of the following:
i. All the above landscape plan and tree requirements are in the Building Permit
set of plans.
ii. Percolation & drainage checks have been performed and are acceptable.
iii. Fine grading inspection of all plantable areas has been personally inspected for
tilling depth, rubble removal, soil test amendments are mixed and irrigation
trenching will not cut through any tree roots.
iv. Tree and Shrub Planting Specifications, including delivered stock, meets
Standards in the CPA Tree Technical Manual, Section 3.30-3.50. Girdling roots
and previously topped trees are subject to rejection.
122.
TREE PROTECTION VERIFICATION. Prior to demolition, grading or building permit
issuance, a written verification from the contractor that the required protective fencing is in
place shall be submitted to the Building Inspections Division. The fencing shall contain required
warning sign and remain in place until final inspection of the project.
DURING CONSTRUCTION
123.
EXCAVATION RESTRICTIONS APPLY (TTM, Sec. 2.20 C & D). Any approved grading,
digging or trenching beneath a tree canopy shall be performed using ‘air-spade’ method as a
preference, with manual hand shovel as a backup. For utility trenching, including sewer line,
roots exposed with diameter of 1.5 inches and greater shall remain intact and not be
damaged. If directional boring method is used to tunnel beneath roots, then Table 2-1,
Trenching and Tunneling Distance, shall be printed on the final plans to be implemented by
Contractor.

124.
PLAN CHANGES. Revisions and/or changes to plans before or during construction shall
be reviewed and responded to by the (a) project site arborist, Arbor Resources or (b) landscape
architect with written letter of acceptance before submitting the revision to the Building
Department for review by Planning, PW or Urban Forestry.
125.
CONDITIONS. All Planning Department conditions of approval for the project shall be
printed on the plans submitted for building permit.
126.
TREE PROTECTION COMPLIANCE. The owner and contractor shall implement all
protection and inspection schedule measures, design recommendations and construction
scheduling as stated in the TPR & Sheet T-1, and is subject to code compliance action pursuant
to PAMC 8.10.080. The required protective fencing shall remain in place until final landscaping
and inspection of the project. Project arborist approval must be obtained and documented in
the monthly activity report sent to the City. The mandatory Contractor and Arborist Monthly
Tree Activity Report shall be sent monthly to the City (pwps@cityofpaloalto.org) beginning with
the initial verification approval, using the template in the Tree Technical Manual, Addendum
11.
127.
TREE DAMAGE. Tree Damage, Injury Mitigation and Inspections apply to Contractor.
Reporting, injury mitigation measures and arborist inspection schedule (1-5) apply pursuant to
TTM, Section 2.20-2.30. Contractor shall be responsible for the repair or replacement of any
publicly owned or protected trees that are damaged during the course of construction,
pursuant to Title 8 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code, and city Tree Technical Manual, Section
2.25.
128.
GENERAL. The following general tree preservation measures apply to all trees to be
retained: No storage of material, topsoil, vehicles or equipment shall be permitted within the
tree enclosure area. The ground under and around the tree canopy area shall not be altered.
Trees to be retained shall be irrigated, aerated and maintained as necessary to ensure survival.
PRIOR TO OCCUPANCY
129.
URBAN FORESTRY DIGITAL FILE & INSPECTION. The applicant or architect shall provide a
digital file of the landscape plan, including new off-site trees in the publicly owned right-of-way.
A USB Flash Drive, with CAD or other files that show species, size and exact scaled location of
each tree on public property, shall be delivered to Urban Forestry at a tree and landscape
inspection scheduled by Urban Forestry (650-496-5953).
130.
LANDSCAPE CERTIFICATION LETTER. The Planning Department shall be in receipt of a
verification letter that the Landscape Architect has inspected all trees, shrubs, planting and
irrigation and that they are installed and functioning as specified in the approved plans.
131.
PROJECT ARBORIST CERTIFICATION LETTER. Prior to written request for temporary or
final occupancy, the contractor shall provide to the Planning Department and property owner a
final inspection letter by the Project Arborist. The inspection shall evaluate the success or needs

of Regulated tree protection, including new landscape trees, as indicated on the approved
plans. The written acceptance of successful tree preservation shall include a photograph record
and/or recommendations for the health, welfare, mitigation remedies for injuries (if any). The
final report may be used to navigate any outstanding issues, concerns or security guarantee
return process, when applicable.
132.
PLANNING INSPECTION. Prior to final sign off, contractor or owner shall contact the city
planner (650-329-2552) to inspect and verify Special Conditions relating to the conditions for
structures, fixtures, colors and site plan accessories.
POST CONSTRUCTION
133.
MAINTENANCE. All landscape and trees shall be maintained, watered, fertilized, and
pruned according to Best Management Practices-Pruning (ANSI A300-2008 or current version)
and the City Tree Technical Manual, Section 5.00. Any vegetation that dies shall be replaced or
failed automatic irrigation repaired by the current property owner within 30 days of discovery.

Owen, Graham
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael E. Palmer
Wednesday, January 18, 2017 11:18 PM
Owen, Graham; Gerhardt, Jodie
Sharad Patel; Anne-Marie Macrae; Jessica Liu Palmer
Fwd: draft of letter

Dear Mr. Owen, Ms. Gerhardt,
A group of the neighbors on Matadero Ave. and Matadero Court, close to the proposed new building at 3223 Hanover
St. (formerly 3251 Hanover
St.) has continuing concerns about the proposed plans for the property.
We would like to formally state these concerns again here for the ARB.
1) It looks like the architects revised the latest design to provide opaque spandrel panels for the bottom 30 inches at the
facade facing Matadero, but that still leaves a significant amount of glass causing light pollution. The issue of how many
foot‐candles of light are measured at the property line is sort of a red herring ‐ the fact of the matter is that if the lights
are on in the building, we will be able to see it from our second floor ‐ for most, the bedroom floor.
Attached is a PDF comparing the subject property with the other office buildings on Hansen Way, Hanover St., Porter
Drive, and Hillview Ave.
The subject property has an almost entirely (100%) glass facade, which is out of keeping with the other buildings in the
neighborhood. Most of the other buildings in the neighborhood ‐ both old and new construction
‐ are 25%‐30% glass on their facades. Please see the following PDF for photos of approx. 30 neighboring buildings:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gak5po41nu3u6gy/3223%20hanover%20neighbors.pdf?dl=0
In addition, the subject property ‐ unlike most of the neighbors shown in the PDF ‐ is directly abutting residences in the
bucolic Barron Park neighborhood. The light spilling from the property at night will significantly affect the peace and
calm of our neighborhood.
2) The issue of traffic noise is not adequately addressed with an approach driveway and parking lot placed exactly where
the residences are. In all meetings, they speak of building setbacks at 90’+ when we speak of sound and light. The
approach road is at 50’ mark ‐ the closest point to the residences. This affects the residents in the lower part of
Matadero. No attempts have been made to move this driveway or these 26 parking stalls closer to Hanover entrance,
although there is the clear potential to do so.
The light and sound are issues have been raised with Sand Hill from the first meeting onwards. They have made remarks
that these will be mitigated, but we do not see that much has been done with the design to expressly mitigate these
issues.
3) The other issue that remains to be resolved is the Design Enhancement Exception request to exceed the 35’ height
limit by 11 feet for features to allow for access to a future roof deck. The sightline diagrams they provided did not show
those enclosures.
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4) Sand Hill had offered in a meeting with the neighbors to move the transformer further from the residences (to a point
on the driveway closer to Hanover); but in fact it has been moved closer to the residences in the latest drawings. These
transformers often emit a loud buzz; it should be placed further from homes.
5) There appears to be a back patio with tables near residences; this had been described verbally as a "bike storage
area" but the drawings show an employee gathering area, again near the residences. Previously, we had a problem with
Lockheed employees smoking in the back of the building.

Thanks very much for your consideration,
The Matadero Ave and Matadero Court Neighbors Group
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To:

City of Palo Alto Planning Division
Architectural Review Board Members

From:

From4 Architecture - Applicant
Robert Giannini, Architect

Subject:

3251 Hanover, Palo Alto

January 26, 2017

Formal Architectural Review Board Review
Thank you for your Preliminary review of our proposed project on April 7, 2016 and first Formal
review on January 19, 2017. We appreciated the comments and are pleased to provide this
revision to the design. The comments fall in these four categories:
1.

The DEE is not allowed.

2.

Improve the site circulation by addressing the following concerns:
a)

Where does Uber pick up or taxis drop off?

b)

How to pedestrians and bikes entering the lower level of the garage make their way to
the vertical circulation up to the courtyard?

c)

How do drivers know whether to enter the lower garage, upper garage, or continue up
to the courtyard level?

d)

In general, how can site circulation for all forms of transport work elegantly and
intuitively.

3.

Prove that the the building sustainability strategy will achieve Palo Alto’s aggressive
energy goals.

4.

Provide more detail of the lower meadow that is being held in reserve for more building or
parking.

Item 1 DEE
We no longer seek the DEE that would have allowed stairs and elevator for a roof deck. There is
no roof deck.

Item 2 Site Circulation
We appreciate this comment and are excited that the changes we propose in response to your
suggestions do indeed make the project better. We now propose a hierarchy of entry points on the
site so that arrival is intuitive and elegant. Taxis, Ubers, Pedestrians, Visitors and Bikes would all
be visually guided to enter the garage at the lower level; the first place you come to when you enter
the site at the lower level.
To make it intuitive, the lower garage entry portal has been enhanced and raised so you can see all
the way to the vertical circulation of the new Lower Lobby beyond where a major light well is now
proposed. Way finding signage is integrated into the portal design. We have made the driveway to
the drop off area a straight path from the garage entrance instead of having to previously weave
through parking lanes.

Form4 Architecture, Inc.
126 Post Street, 3rd floor, San Francisco, CA 94108

415 775-8748 fax 415 775-8752

3251 Hanvover
Palo Alto, California
January 26, 2017
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Enhanced lower garage entry portal with sidewalk that connects it to Hanover and one of the bus stops. Roofs
of the building beyond are visible.

To encourage pedestrian and bike traffic, there is a bike and pedestrian sidewalk at the garage
entrance. This also allows bikes and pedestrians to arrive at the garage and enter the portal on
their own sidewalk without having to cross vehicular traffic along the site. The entry portal has been
moved further along the drive (south) so that it is now on axis with the Lower Lobby.

Form4 Architecture, Inc.
126 Post Street, 3rd floor, San Francisco, CA 94108
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All public activities are concentrated at the Lower Lobby including Drop Off, Stair & Elevator, Bike
Room, ADA parking and Light Well. The experience would be like entering a hotel’s Porte Cochere.

The light well at the Lower Lobby has been expanded significantly and planting is located within. This creates a
visual connection to the courtyard above, as well as light and planting in the garage itself.

Form4 Architecture, Inc.
126 Post Street, 3rd floor, San Francisco, CA 94108
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Other Entry Points:
The upper garage floor will be used primarily by the project’s users; people that know that
opportunity exists. The second floor also enjoys the light well as shown in the previous image.
The upper parking area, by design is modest to minimize activity and the resultant noise that might
affect our neighbors. Access to that portion of the site, and the courtyard level, is required by the
fire department for emergency access. This small parking court provides an opportunity to drop
people off, pick up a group of people at grade, or be available for other situations where grade level
access to the courtyard level is desirable.

Arriving at the courtyard from the lower lobby, or the upper drop off, you find yourself at the
entrance to the main lobby.

Item 3 Sustainability & Energy
A concern was raised that, because the building is primarily glass, it may not meet Palo Alto’s
aggressive energy goals as follows:

Form4 Architecture, Inc.
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We know from our experience designing many millions of square feet of LEED projects in Palo Alto
that the most effective strategy the architect can utilize in commercial design is to shade the
building. Note that this is not the case in residential buildings where insulation to keep heat in is
the primary challenge.
This project proposes a shading-based solution similar to our Net Zero project at 1400 Page Mill.
That project shades at the window level however, creating a complex fabric of horizontal and
vertical sun shades. Our four building project at 1050 Page Mill is LEED Platinum and also uses
shading at the windows. There we evolved the fabric of shades to be more transparent in keeping
with that project’s goal to “bring the outdoors in.” Our goal was to make the solution simpler and
just as effective.
This project seeks to explore another approach to shading in keeping with the butterfly theme of the
project. Here the primary shading occurs at the roof. It is simpler and creates a light organic
solution to address the same challenge.
In response to the ARB’s concern, the design team prepared the initial energy model. The project
meets our shared goal for sustainability as follows:
Please consider this an preliminary model as the team continues to study the most appropriate
mechanical system. It is conservative in that it is based on an RTU system. We will possibly use a
VRF system that is even more efficient.
With the conservative system modeled below, however, we are 12.7% better than standard which
exceeds Palo Alto’s requirement.

Item 4: Future Reserve Area Planting
Future flexibility is a goal for this project as the world adopts new ways that people will move about.
On both the upper courtyard and the lower meadow we have preserved space for future building or
parking (the current proposal for replacement square footage only uses 25% of the 40% allowable
FAR.
Still it is important that those reserve areas are well thought out and designed in their interim state.
The upper courtyard area with the garage below is designed with a tapestry of gardens. The lower
meadow area will be planted as a meadow.
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Enhancements to the meadow include preservation of additional existing sycamores and (6) new
24” box trees (3 black oak and 3 arbutus), clustered along pedestrian/bike path and/or infill to
augment existing tree canopy. Drifts of native shrubs (manzanita, coffeeberry and ceanothus) is
also proposed to enrich the edges of meadow along the driveway, bike/pedestrian paths and street
frontage, and compliment the native hydroseed mix already proposed.

Thanks very much for your attention and review of the various design aspects of this project!

Robert Giannini
Form4 Architecture

Form4 Architecture, Inc.
126 Post Street, 3rd floor, San Francisco, CA 94108

415 775-8748 fax 415 775-8752

Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 7557)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 1/19/2017

Summary Title:

3223 Hanover Street: Office and R&D Building

Title:

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL MATTER. 3223 Hanover
Street [16PLN-00190]: Major Architectural Review to Allow
the Demolition of two Existing Office / R&D Buildings and the
Construction of a new two-story 110,000 Square Foot Office /
R&D Building. Environmental Assessment: An Initial Study is
Being Prepared Pursuant to the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). Zoning District: RP

From:

Hillary Gitelman

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Recommend continuance of the Architectural Review application to a date uncertain
and provide recommendations to the applicant for how to better meet the findings for
approval.
Report Summary
The application is a request for major architectural review of a new 114,696 square foot two
story office / R&D building with a two-level subterranean parking garage and associated site
improvements. The new building would replace two existing office / R&D buildings on the site.
The site is located on Hanover Street in the Stanford Research Park and shares a rear lot line
with several single family residences along Matadero Avenue. The site has a Comprehensive
Plan land use designation of Research / Office Park, and is zoned Research Park (RP) with a 50
foot Landscape Combining District (L) along the rear lot line.
A Design Enhancement Exception (DEE) is also requested to allow the height of an elevator
enclosure and two staircases to exceed the 35 foot height maximum permitted in the Research
Park District by 11 feet, for a total height of 46 feet. These elements would allow access to a
proposed roof deck located near the portion of the building facing Hanover Street.
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Staff recommends that the project be continued to allow for further refinements to the site
plan to allow for better bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, and to provide further screening
enhancements for the residence to the northeast.
Background
Project Information
Owner:
Architect:
Representative:
Legal Counsel:
Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:

Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Bob Giannini, Form4 Architecture
Allison Koo, Steep Slope Property, LLC.
N/A

3223 Hanover Street (formerly 3251 Hanover Street)
Stanford Research Park
10.17 acres (781 feet in width along Hanover Street, 570 feet in
depth)
Housing Inventory Site:
No
Located w/in a Plume:
No
Protected/Heritage Trees: Yes, in existing courtyard between Buildings 204 and 205, and along
rear lot line
Historic Resource(s):
No
Existing Improvement(s):
Buildings 204 and 205; 1 story each; c. 1957
Existing Land Use(s):
R&D Buildings
Adjacent Land Uses & North: Research Park (Office / R&D Buildings)
Zoning:
West: Research Park (Office / R&D Buildings)
East: Residential Estate (Single Family Residences)
South: Research Park (Office / R&D Buildings) and Residential Estate
(Single Family Residences)
Aerial View of Property:
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Aerial Photograph Source: Google Maps

Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
Research Park (RP) with Landscape Combining District (L) along the
rear
Comp. Plan Designation:
Research / Office Park
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
Not Applicable
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
Not Applicable
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
Not Applicable
Baylands Master Plan:
Not Applicable
El Camino Real Design
Guidelines (1976 / 2002): Not Applicable
Proximity to Residential
Uses or Districts (150'):
Yes, single family residences are adjacent to the site
Located w/in the Airport Not Applicable
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Influence Area:
Prior City Reviews & Action
City Council:
PTC:
HRB:
ARB:

None
None
None
Preliminary Review 04/07/2016 (Staff Report and meeting minutes
are included at the following link):
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/51763
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/52712

Project Description
The site is located on the eastern edge of the Stanford Research Park, across Hanover Street
from the HP Campus and adjacent along the rear to four single family homes on Matadero
Avenue. Until May 2016 the site constituted the northeastern portion of a larger 25 acre lease
area occupied by Lockheed Martin offices and R&D facilities. Hanover Street slopes uphill
towards the southwest in the vicinity of the site, and the 25 acre lease area was terraced into
three levels containing two groupings of buildings. The lease lines were reconfigured in May
20161, and the 10.17 acre subject site constitutes two of these terraces: an upper terrace
containing the existing buildings, and a lower terrace with a surface parking lot and vehicular
access to the site.
The proposed project would demolish the existing buildings on the site and construct a new
110,000 square foot office building with an additional 5,500 square feet of traffic-mitigating
amenity space for a total of 114,696 square feet. The building would consist of two stories, and
would be 35 feet in height from grade to the top of the highest roof, 42 feet to the top of the
mechanical equipment screen, and 46 feet to the top of the elevator enclosure (with the
approval of a Design Enhancement Exception). The building contains a pattern of inverted
gables, which the applicant has indicated supports the “Butterfly” theme. Building materials
would consist of a glass curtainwall, with frit patterns at the bottom 30 inches of each floor, and
aluminum mullions. The canopy fascia and balcony edges would be a metallic blue, and provide
the strongest color accent. The canopy soffits and supporting columns would be covered with
wood board siding. A color and materials board will be available at the hearing.
The existing vehicular entrance would remain, and vehicles would park in a new small surface
lot adjacent to the eastern portion of the building, and a two-level subterranean parking
garage. The parking garage would be located beneath the higher terrace on the site, and would
be covered with a plaza with landscaping, tables, and walkways. The existing surface lot would
1

In conformance with the Subdivision Map Act, commercial lease parcels are not subject to City review. As
agreed by Stanford and the City, these lease parcel changes will be tracked through the Mayfield Development
Agreement annual reporting process.
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be removed and the area would be hydroseeded to allow a wildflower mix. Most of the existing
parking lot trees, which consist predominately of crape myrtles, would be removed, while six
London plane trees in the parking lot would be retained. Pedestrians and bicyclists would
access the site from two walkways connecting the site to Hanover Street, as well as via a new
connection to the Bol Park bicycle path in the northeast corner of the site.
The application was previously reviewed by the Architectural Review Board as a preliminary
submittal on April 7, 2016. At that time, the Design Enhancement Exception request included a
canopy for the proposed roof deck, which has been removed from the formal submittal.
Additional discussion focused on the use of the lower parking area, which is proposed to be
converted to a meadow. It was mentioned that the project was below the maximum FAR for
the 10.17 acre site, and that if another building were to be proposed in the future that the
meadow area would be likely be converted back to surface parking. The proximity of the
residences along the rear of the site was another topic of discussion, and the Board heard from
a neighbor who requested changes to the plan’s grading and landscaping to reduce potential
light pollution and noise emanating from the drive aisle, as well as changes to the elevations to
reduce light glare from the all-glass building. Finally, the Board commented on the pedestrian
and bicycle paths on the site, and requested that the applicant study options for improving
connectivity on and to the site, in particular from the Bol Park bicycle path.
Requested Entitlements, Findings and Purview:
The following discretionary applications are being requested:
 Architectural Review – Major (AR): The process for evaluating this type of application is
set forth in PAMC 18.77.070. AR applications are reviewed by the ARB and
recommendations are forwarded to the Planning & Community Development Director
for action within five business days of the Board’s recommendation. Action by the
Director is appealable to the City Council if filed within 14 days of the decision. AR
projects are evaluated against specific findings. All findings must be made in the
affirmative to approve the project. Failure to make any one finding requires project
redesign or denial. The findings to approve an AR application are provided in
Attachment B.
 Design Enhancement Exception (DEE): The process for evaluating this type of application
is set forth in PAMC 18.77.070, and is equivalent to the process for Architectural
Review. However, DEE requests are evaluated against specific findings separate from
Architectural Review. All findings must be made in the affirmative to approve the
project. Failure to make any one finding requires project redesign or denial. The findings
to approve a DEE request are provided in Attachment B.
Analysis2

2

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to make alternative findings. A
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Neighborhood Setting and Character
The subject site is surrounded on three sides by office / R&D buildings, including the HP Campus
across Hanover Street, Lockheed Martin facilities to the southwest, and the law offices of
Cooley LLP to the northeast. The surrounding buildings range in age, but all consist of
contemporary designs with large surface parking lots as is typical in the Research Park. The site
abuts four single family residences along the rear, which are physically separated from the site
by a linear cluster of coast live oaks, canary island pines, blackwood acacias, and other trees.
Owing to this proximity to residential uses, the applicant proposes improvements to further
buffer the office use and the potential impacts associated with vehicle noise and glare,
including the use of retaining walls and earthen berms along the rear.
A concern was raised during the preliminary review of the project regarding the existing drive
aisle at the rear of the site, which leads from the lower terrace parking lot to the upper terrace,
and how trucks making deliveries in this area would produce excess noise while accelerating up
this drive aisle. The preliminary grading plan included with this formal ARB submittal indicates
that the proposed grade will be smoothed over the depth of the site, and that the slope of the
drive aisle located closest to the residences will be negligible (4 feet in elevation gain over
approximately 90 linear feet to access the surface parking lot). Trees will be planted along the
drive aisles to provide shading, and in select portions of the rear to provide additional
screening.
The placement of the building on the upper terrace follows the existing pattern of development
on the site, while modifying the plan of the site considerably through the use of subterranean
parking garage and a large, open courtyard and plaza. Due to the terraced topography, the
scale of the building would be more or less apparent based on the orientation of the view, with
the greatest sense of scale from the lower terrace. As viewed from Hanover Street, the scale
would be less due to the perpendicular plan for the building and the rising slope at street level.
The architecture of the building is contemporary in style and well composed, and would
represent a deviation from the boxier massing profiles often seen in the Research Park.
Zoning Compliance3
A detailed review of the proposed project’s consistency with applicable zoning standards has
been performed. A summary table is provided in Attachment D. The proposed project complies
with all applicable codes, or is seeking through the requested permits permission to deviate
from certain code standards, in a manner that is consistent with the Zoning Ordinance.
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines4

change to the findings may result in a final action that is different from the staff recommended action in this
report.
3

The Palo Alto Zoning Code is available online: http://www.amlegal.com/codes/client/palo-alto_ca
The
Palo
Alto
Comprehensive
Plan
is
available
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp
4

online:
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The Comprehensive Plan contains policies, goals, and programs that applicable for office / R&D
development in the Research Park. In particular, the following policies are applicable to the
project:


Policy L-44: Develop the Stanford Research Park as a compact employment center served
by a variety of transportation modes.
The project redevelops the site with a new office / R&D building and is well served by public
transportation. The site would contain more than the minimum number of parking spaces
required for the site. Bicyclists and pedestrians would be able to access the site via a
connection to the Bol Park bicycle path, as well as walkways connecting the site to the Hanover
Street sidewalk.


Policy L-48: Promote high quality, creative design and site planning that is compatible with
surrounding development and public spaces.
The building’s architectural design is well composed and creative, and the site planning limits
the scale of the building by proposing a perpendicular orientation to the street. The site
planning also provides connection to the Bol Park bicycle path, and would be compatible with
surrounding development in the Research Park. Additional screening may be necessary to
ensure compatibility with the neighboring residential property immediately to the northeast of
the site.


Goal B-1: A thriving business environment that is compatible with Palo Alto’s residential
character and natural environment.
The project proposes the redevelopment of an existing office / R&D site with a new building,
and would be compatible with Palo Alto’s residential character and natural environment.
Multi-Modal Access & Parking
As mentioned above, pedestrians and bicyclists would access the site from two walkways
connecting the site to Hanover Street, as well as the connection to the Bol Park bicycle path.
Staff believes that further refinement of the bicycle path connection is needed, and should be
better connected with the long term bicycle parking spaces, which are located in the lower level
of the parking garage. Additionally, staff believes that an additional pedestrian connection to
the relocated VTA bus stops would enhance the transit access to the site. Further comments
regarding these recommendations are included in the Findings section below.
A transportation analysis was performed by Hexagon Transportation Consultants and reviewed
by staff, and concluded that the project would create 9 net new trips during the peak AM and
PM hours. This small increase would be due to the shift from the existing facilities, which are a
combination of R&D and office uses, to a fully office use.
Valley Transportation Authority, AC Transit, and the Stanford Marguerite Shuttle provide bus
transportation in the immediate vicinity of the of the site, with an eastbound bus stop located
along the site frontage and a westbound bus stop located directly across Hanover Street. The
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applicant would install a new pedestrian crosswalk to provide access to the westbound stop,
which will be relocated to a more advantageous location to serve the project and other
buildings in the vicinity.
Consistency with Application Findings
Architectural Review
The findings for approval of an architectural review application are included in Attachment D.
Staff believes that the findings for approval can be made with minor but important plan
refinements needed to fully meet Findings #2 and #4.
ARB Finding #2: The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
a. creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors, and
the general community,
b. preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively to
the site and the historic character including historic resources of the area when relevant,
c. is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district,
d. provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses and
land use designations,
e. enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas.
While new landscaping and additional trees are proposed throughout the site, staff is
concerned that the existing cluster of trees along the rear of the site may not provide a
sufficient screen for the residence located adjacent to the northeast corner of the site. City
records indicate that this residence is located approximately 10 feet from the property line, and
while this portion of the property is situated away from the office building, the close proximity
of the residence to the proposed bike path connection could introduce privacy concerns
without sufficient landscaping. Additionally, no privacy fence exists along this portion of the
rear of the site. Given the proximity of this residence to the site and proposed bicycle path, it is
recommended that the ARB provide recommendations for better screening this portion of the
property.
Additionally, most of the trees currently located in the surface parking lot are proposed for
removal. It is understood that approximately 67,000 square feet of FAR would be remain
undeveloped on the site with the current proposal, and that this area could eventually host a
second structure. However, as there is no application to develop this portion of the site, staff
believes that more of the trees in the parking lot could be retained.
ARB Finding #4: The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle
traffic and providing for elements that support the building’s necessary operations (e.g.
convenient vehicle access to property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of
open space and integrated signage, if applicable, etc.).
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The proposed connection to Bol Park bike path is a positive attribute to the overall plan for the
site, however, it terminates at the drive aisle curb and does not provide for an easy or
convenient path of travel to the building for pedestrians and bicyclists. A condition of approval
would normally be recommended to address this issue by reorienting the path to run between
the new wall along the rear and the drive aisle to connect with the hardscape adjacent to the
building, however, this area is proposed to provide trees necessary to meet parking lot and
drive aisle shading requirements, as well as to provide additional screening for the adjacent
residences. Additionally, the long term bicycle parking is provided in the lower level of the
parking garage, which is served by the entrance closest to Hanover Street. Staff is supportive of
placing the long term spaces in the garage, but believes an additional dedicated pathway
leading to the garage entrance would increase bicyclist safety along the vehicle drive aisle. .
Additionally, while the new proposed VTA bus stops on either side of Hanover Street would
improve the usability of the site, the pedestrian route from the stops to the building entrance is
circuitous. It is recommended that the ARB provide direction regarding additional pedestrian
connectivity to the bus stops.
Design Enhancement Exception
The findings for the approval of a Design Enhancement Exception are included in Attachment C.
The preliminary review of the project included the request for a design enhancement exception
to allow a shade structure, elevator enclosure, and staircases on the roof that would exceed the
35 foot height limit in the RP Zoning District. The shade structure has been removed from the
project, however, the request for the elevator enclosure and staircases remains a component
of the current application. These elements would be necessary to provide access to the
applicant’s proposed roof deck, to be situated on the western side of the building facing
Hanover Street. The stair enclosures are depicted in the building elevations as having a height
no greater than the 42 foot-high mechanical equipment screen, which is permitted to exceed
the 35 foot height limit. The maximum height of the elevator is proposed at 46 feet, which
would be four feet taller than the mechanical screen.
Staff believes that the elements would blend in visually with the existing mechanical screen and
would not detract from the appearance of the building. Additionally, the location of the roof
deck, which would be enabled by the stair and elevator enclosures, would not be detrimental
to the health, safety, or general welfare and convenience of the surrounding area, as it is
located away from the neighboring residences and towards the site frontage. Given this, staff
believes that Finding #3 for the approval of a DEE can be made. However, staff does not believe
that Findings #1 and #2 can be made to support an exception, as there are no “exceptional or
extraordinary circumstances applicable to the property or site improvements involved that do
not apply generally to property in the same zone district”. As this is a new building to be
situated on a greatly improved site, there do not appear to be extraordinary circumstances to
permit a height exception. Additionally, it does not appear that permitting the height exception
will “enhance the appearance of the site or structure, or improve the neighborhood character
of the project and preserve an existing or proposed architectural style, in a manner which
would not otherwise be accomplished through strict application of the minimum requirements
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of this title (Zoning) and the architectural review findings set forth in Section 18.76.020(d)”. As
the current design already includes several canopied second floor decks, it does not appear as
though the inclusion of an uncovered roof deck would contribute to the architectural design of
the project. Further details would be needed to assess the potential impacts to the adjacent
residences stemming from the use of the roof deck. Staff believes that the DEE request
enhances the use of the site, but is not consistent with the intent of the DEE provisions in the
Municipal Code.
Environmental Review
The subject project has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained
in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and the
environmental regulations of the City. An Initial Study is being prepared and it is expected that
a Mitigated Negative Declaration will be circulated within the next few weeks.
Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Palo Alto
Weekly on January 6, 2017, which is 12 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing
occurred on January 9, 2017, which is [10 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
As of the writing of this report no public comments have been received on the formal submittal
of this application. A letter was written for the preliminary review of this application, and has
been included in Attachment F.
Alternative Actions
In addition to the recommended action, the Architectural Review Board may:
1. Recommend project denial based on revised findings.

Report Author & Contact Information
Graham Owen, Associate Planner
(650) 329-2552
graham.owen@cityofpaloalto.org
Attachments:
 Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
 Attachment B: Applicant Project Description
 Attachment C: Findings for Approval(DOCX)
5

ARB5 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

(PDF)

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Attachment D: Zoning Comparision Table (DOCX)
Attachment E: Project Plans (DOCX)
Attachment F: Public Comments
(PDF)
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Attachment H

Project Plans and Initial Study
Hardcopies of project plans are provided to ARB Members. These plans are available to the
public by visiting the Planning and Community Environmental Department on the 5 th floor of
City Hall at 250 Hamilton Avenue.

Directions to review Project plans and the Initial Study online:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to: https://paloalto.buildingeye.com/planning
Search for “3251 Hanover Street” and open record by clicking on the green dot
Review the record details and open the “more details” option
Use the “Records Info” drop down menu and select “Attachments”
To view the project plans, open the attachment named “January Plans”.
To view the Initial Study prepared for the application, open the attachment
named “3223 Hanover Street – Initial Study”.

